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The best garage 
is a safe one

Security, convenience & reliability
When it comes to remote controlled 
rolling garage door systems, Essati is a 
leader in innovation and quality. 
Since 1995 Essati has been an inventive roller 
shutter garage door company catering for the 
needs of the residential market place. 

In 2006 Essati introduced the insulated aluminium 
rolling garage door system, a sleek and beautiful 
modern rollerdoor of superior quality, conveniently 
operated by a small hand held key fob. This 
system combines security, convenience and 
reliability, with a beautiful stylish door of infinity, 
and it’s completely maintenance free!

Remote controlled insulated aluminium rolling garage door

www.essatigaragedoors.co.uk

01622 765993

JUST 
£699

inc vat & fitting
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» Download your free 
Kent News iPhone     
and iPad App available  
at the Apple App Store

» Follow us on        
Twitter @kosmedia or       
Facebook KOS Media

Relief as A21 widening is 
finally given green light
IT HAS taken years to achieve, but 
on Thursday morning it was 
officially confirmed the dualling of 
the A21 near Tunbridge Wells 
would take place – with work 
beginning as early as this autumn.

What’s more, the main bulk of 
work on widening the 2.5-mile 
stretch between Pembury and 
Tonbridge – one of the county’s 
most notorious traffic black-spots 
– is likely to take place next spring, 
some 12 months ahead of previous 
estimates.

The news was announced by 
roads minister Robert Goodwill 
and followed a public inquiry held 
in May 2013.

The scheme had originally been 
given the go-ahead by the Labour 
government, but the Coalition’s 
spending review when it first came 
to power four years ago saw the 
brakes applied.

But local pressure continued, 
with local councils and politicians 
uniting to get it back on the agenda 
so as to ease the burden delays were 
placing on businesses using the road 
and motorists who found themselves 
grinding to a halt every day.

However, it will not please 
campaigners who had fought 
against the plans as it will mean the 
destruction of ancient woodland 
that surrounds the existing single- 
lane carriageways.

Greg Clark, MP for Tunbridge 
Wells, who has campaigned for the 
improvements, said: “This is the 
news that everyone has been 
waiting for – victory in our 
campaign to get the dualling of the 
A21 approved.

“Since the building of the new 

Pembury hospital, dualling the A21 
has been my number one campaign 
and I cannot begin to express my 
relief and delight at this news.

“From the outset it has been a 
total community effort – uniting 
residents, businesses, visitors and 
local councils.

“This stretch of road is notorious 
across the south east for its 
tailbacks, as well as being one of 
the worst accident blackspots in 
the country. There is not a single 
driver in Tunbridge Wells who has 

not been stuck in traffic on the A21 
at Castle Hill.”

Nicolas Heslop, leader of 
Tonbridge and Malling Borough 
Council, added: “It paves the way 
for a very significant improvement 
in traffic movement, safety and air 
quality at a spot that has long been 
a serious bottleneck. It will also be 
a vital boost for the west Kent 
economy by improving accessibility 
for existing businesses and 
removing a barrier to further 
inward investment to the area.”

chris.britcher@archant.co.uk

By Chris Britcher

QUEUES: Help is finally on the horizon for motorists who get stuck in daily A21 snarl-ups

Farage tipped to fight 
Kent seat after turning 
down Newark chance
SPECULATION grew this week that 
Ukip leader Nigel Farage will contest 
a seat in Kent at next year’s General 
Election.

The MEP, from Westerham near 
Sevenoaks, continues to ride a wave 
of popularity despite a string of 
damaging allegations levelled at his 
party in the run-up to the Euro 
elections later this month.

Ukip, currently the main  
opposition at Kent County Council, is 
expected to see another strong 
showing at the polls, despite a recent 
advertising campaign derided as 
“racist” by one Labour MP.

Mr Farage knows that a strong 
showing at the European elections 
will be no guarantee of any success 
in Westminster, but it would 
underline his party as a force.

He is believed to be eyeing the seats 
of Folkestone or Thanet South –  
areas where Ukip performed well in 
the KCC elections.

Both seats are currently held by 
the Conservatives but could be 
vulnerable. Thanet South in 

particular may prove tempting for 
Mr Farage as current MP Laura 
Sandys is to step down next year. 

But certainly an assault on a Kent 
constituency appeared to be more 
likely after he turned down the 
chance to run for MP in Newark 
following the resignation of MP 
Patrick Mercer in a cash-for- 
questions scandal.

Mr Farage had said he was 
considering running in the  
Nottinghamshire seat where the 
Tories have a 16,000-vote majority.

But within 24 hours he confirmed 
he would not join the list of candidates 
at the June by-election, saying he did 
not want to appear “opportunist” in 
an area he was unfamiliar with and 
wanted to concentrate on capitalising 
on the opinion polls well ahead of the 
Euro elections on May 22.

It was not an easy week for the 
Ukip leader. On Thursday he was left 
with egg on his face, quite literally, 
after a protestor threw an egg at him 
as he arrived in Nottingham for a 
meeting.

Ten-hour drama after blaze 
on busy cross-Channel ferry
AN INVESTIGATION by the 
Marine Accident Investigation team 
will continue this weekend into 
what caused a fire that sparked an 
emergency on a cross-Channel 
ferry on Thursday afternoon.

Four fire-fighters and six crew 
members were injured by flash 
burns as they tried to control a 
small fire that started in a boiler 
room on the DFDS Seaways vessel 
called Dieppe Seaways.

The fire started just as the ship 
returned to Dover from Calais. It 
took some 10 hours to safely 
extinguish it.

All 316 passengers disembarked 
safely and none were injured.

Only one of the injured remained 
in hospital overnight after suffering 
from smoke inhalation.

All other DFDS services are 
running to schedule.

An investigation is under way.

Father of two women killed 
in M26 five-car pile-up dies
THE death toll from last month’s 
tragic pile-up on the M26 has 
risen to three.

It follows the death overnight 
on Wednesday of a 54-year-old 
Frenchman. He had been 
fighting for life since the crash on 
the London-bound section of the 
motorway, near Kemsing, at 
about 9.30am on April 16.

Tragically, two of his  
daughters, aged 16 and 22, were 

the other two victims of the 
crash. They had been visiting 
the UK on a day trip.

Five vehicles were involved 
– two HGVs, a box van, a Nissan 
car and a Mini.

Two occupants of the Mini, an 
adult male and a seven-year-old 
boy, remain in hospital receiving 
treatment. 

A 45-year-old man has been 
arrested and is on bail.
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PRINCE Harry will be the guest of honour at the 
unveiling of a commemorative arch being erected in 
Folkestone later this summer.

The arch on the Leas is in memory of the millions of 
men and women who passed through the port town en 
route to the Western Front during the First World War.

It forms part of the centenary events remembering 
the anniversary of the start of the Great War.

The prince will be at the event which takes place on 
August 4.

Charity Step Short has been working on a pro-
gramme of educational and commemorative events to 
mark the centenary for the past seven years and been 
the driving force behind the arch.

It has been supported by the local and county 
council and the Roger De Haan Charitable Trust.

THE MINISTRY of Justice has reversed plans to 
scrap funding support to all families of murder 
victims - a decision which has delighted Kent 
Police and Crime Commissioner Ann Barnes.

Mrs Barnes had criticised the Ministry of 
Justice’s proposal to re-examine payments it 
made to support groups which in turn provided 
financial assistance to the families of people 
murdered before 2010; potentially leaving them 
without specialist support to deal with their loss.

Mrs Barnes asked Damian Green, the MP for 
Ashford and minister for policing, criminal justice 
and victims to have a rethink. Now Mr Green has 
confirmed funding will continue.

Mrs Barnes said: “The issue naturally struck a 
chord with the people of Kent and I am so pleased 
that Mr Green has looked at this decision again 
and made the necessary changes. Thank 
goodness common sense has prevailed.”

A new national Homicide Service is currently 
being commissioned.

Funding continues to 
help victims’ families

BIRD keepers are being warned to step up security 
after a spate of thefts in the west of the county.

Budgerigars, canaries and finches have all 
been stolen in large numbers this year, with a 
number of thefts reported from gardens.

It is thought that thieves are stealing domestic 
birds in order to meet demand from buyers abroad.

Around 30 canaries were stolen from an aviary 
in Brenchley while two separate properties were 
raided in Sevenoaks in which around 30 birds 
were stolen, including goldfinches and bullfinches.

In two further incidents, a number of ducks 
were stolen from a large pen in Goudhurst Road, 
Tonbridge, and 20 canaries were taken from 
cages inside a garden shed in Aylesford.

Inspector Robert Slade said: “I would urge 
anyone involved in bird keeping to review what 
security measures they have, to help guard 
against thieves.

“It may be worth investing in additional security 
measures such as sensor lighting or CCTV.”

Bird owners in a flap 
after spate of thefts

POLICE are well aware of motorists’ dislike of 
speed cameras – but they weren’t prepared for 
what they found last weekend.

Emergency services were called after a speed 
camera was spotted on fire by motorists in Dartford 
in the early hours of Saturday morning.

Police were alerted after passers-by reported 
the fixed speed camera on the A226 Dartford 
Road alight just before 3am last Saturday, April 26.

PC Martin Taylor, who is spearheading the 
investigation into the suspected arson attack, said: 
“Kent Police is investigating after a fixed speed 
camera was found alight in Dartford. 

“I would urge witnesses to the incident or 
anyone who might have seen something suspi-
cious in the area at the time of the incident to 
contact police.”

Witnesses or anyone with information about this 
incident is asked to contact PC Martin Taylor at 
Kent Police by calling 01474 366236 and quoting 
XY/014710/14.

Police probe torched 
road speed camera

World famous 
£6.3m work of 
art heads here
A WORLD famous work of art which 
was secured by the National Portrait 
Gallery this week in a deal worth 
£6.3million, is to start a nationwide 
tour in Margate.

Sir Anthony Van Dyck’s last self-por-
trait is a work of huge international 
importance and captures the artist at 
work. Painted nearly 400 years ago, a 
major fundraising scheme was estab-
lished to secure the work.

The National Portrait Gallery and the 
Art Fund this week confirmed it had 
been successful – and raised sufficient 
funds to support a national tour of the 
painting.

And its first port of call will be the 
Turner Contemporary in Margate.

It will form part of the the spring exhi-
bition which opens in January 2015, 
before it goes on to visit galleries in 
Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle 
and Edinburgh. 

Sandy Nairne, director of the National 
Portrait Gallery which spearheaded the 
campaign to raise the funds, said: “This 
portrait is one that changes portraiture 
in this country. It has enormous power 
in terms of its effect on so many people 
who have contributed to make it 
possible to acquire it for the nation.”

More than 10,000 individuals made 
donations.

CELEBRATED: Van Dyck’s work

And for all his work, he was cele-
brated this week with a special stat-
ure created by his friend Dominic 
Grant. It features the star sat on a 
bench – a nod towards the famous 
‘bench gag’ he performed each year 

at the panto.
Following his death a fundraising 

campaign began with thousands do-
nating money to the cause.

Mr Lee’s son, Darren Legge, said: 
“We are so grateful to everyone who 
has supported us and donated along 
the way, and to Dominic for his won-
derful statue. 

“Dad always wanted a statue made 
by Dominic, and now he has one.”

Marlowe Theatre director Mark 
Everett added: “Dave was much-
loved at the Marlowe and we are de-
lighted to have this permanent 
memory of him for everyone to en-
joy. We’re sure people will want to 
come and have a seat alongside him 
and remember such happy times.”

Mr Lee started life as a musician 
before a chance meeting with legen-
dary comic Eric Morecambe. He sug-
gested he try his hand at comedy in-
stead, and it put him on the road to 
fame.

Born and bred in Kent, he went on 
to appear on shows such as the Gen-
eration Game, Celebrity Squares and 
Live from the Palladium.

Dave Lee back on bench 
as brass statue to late 
star unveiled at theatre

MORE than 100 friends and family 
of much-loved comic Dave Lee gath-
ered in front of the Marlowe Theatre 
in Canterbury on Thursday for the 
official unveiling of a statue in his 
memory.

The popular roly-poly star died in 
2012 after a short battle with can-
cer. He was 64.

But he left his mark on the enter-
tainment world - and no more so 
than in Kent where he became syn-
onymous with the annual panto-
mime at the Canterbury theatre. In 
total, he performed more than 1,000 
times at the venue.

He also raised more than £2mil-
lion with his Dave Lee Happy Holi-
days charity – taking sick children 
on memorable days out. He was even 
a non-executive director at League 
One side Gillingham.

When he died, such was his stand-
ing in the county, his memorial serv-
ice was held at Canterbury Cathedral.

chris.britcher@archant.co.uk

By Chris Britcher

STAR: His children at unveiling
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What will make next week’s headlines…

IF YOU want to speak to the NHS Ashford 
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) you 
will get your chance on Thursday as it 
stages its next governing body meeting at 
Ashford United’s Homelands ground in 
Kingsnorth.

It runs from 9am to noon.

Quiz Ashford’s CCG
THE Channel Tunnel will be blowing out 
the candles on its 20th birthday cake on 
Tuesday.

It was May 6, 1994, that the tunnel was 
officially opened by the Queen and Presi-
dent Mitterand of France. A full passenger 
service did not start until November.

Tunnel’s 20th birthday
A SERIES of traditional May Day celebra-
tions will take place across the county on 
Monday.

Among the biggest events will be the 
Rochester Sweeps Festival, which has 
taken place across the weekend, and a 
parade through the streets of Whitstable.

May Day celebrations
RAIL travellers are advised to check with 
Southeastern before setting out on their 
journeys on Monday with work taking 
place on many lines during the bank 
holiday.

The work is taking place to ensure tracks 
are fully operational again by Tuesday.

Bank holiday rail work

Manston future remains 
unclear as talks continue
TALKS will continue this week 
in the hope of finding a new 
buyer for Manston Airport as 
the original 45-day consulta-
tion period concludes.

However, that consultation 
for the 150 staff – due to have 
concluded next Saturday – has 
been extended after talks with 
the union Unite. But it won’t 
remain open forever if no poten-

tial buyer appears on the 
horizon. It is estimated it is 
currently losing around 
£10,000 a day. 

Thanet North MP, Sir Roger 
Gale, who attended a meeting 
at Margate’s Winter Gardens 
last week, says he remains 
hopeful a buyer will be found 
and that he was aware of at 
least one serious investor.

Hunt for heroin dealer 
in Peaches death case
A CRIMINAL investigation will 
continue this week into just who 
provided the heroin which a 
coroner’s court this week heard is 
“likely” to have contributed to the 
tragic death of Peaches Geldof.

An inquest into the death of the 
daughter of Live Aid hero Bob Geldof 
was opened and adjourned on 
Thursday afternoon in Gravesend.

The court did, however, hear the 
result of toxicology reports which 
said recent heroin use was a 
“likely” contributory factor to her 
death.  The full inquest will be 
heard in July.

A mother of two young sons, Ms 
Geldof, 25, was found dead at her 
home in Wrotham, near Seven-
oaks, by her husband Tom Cohen 

on April 7.
Her death appears to echo that of 

her mother, TV presenter Paula 
Yates, who died of an accidental 
heroin overdose in 2000, when 
Peaches was just 11.

…also

agenda
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A 
MULTI-million pound 
new primary school – 
due to open in Septem-
ber – has so far attracted 
just 14 pupils.

New Horizons Primary School, 
which is under construction on the 
former site of Chatham South School, 
will have space for up to 30 reception 
class pupils when it opens in Septem-
ber, but has attracted fewer than half 
that number.

Medway Council did not confirm 
the cost of the school, although a con-
servative estimate for a new school 
would be several millions of pounds.

But questions are now being asked 
over why the council closed Ridge 
Meadows Primary School, just a mile 
away, four years ago because of fall-
ing pupil numbers.

Education expert Peter Read, who 
advises on school admissions and ap-
peals through his consultancy Kent 
Independent Education Advice, 
described the low take-up as  
“astonishing”.

Even Ripple Primary School, near 
Deal, which was the county’s small-
est school when Kent County Council 
closed it in 2006 because of its size, 
had 27 pupils.

But the new school’s head teacher, 
Susan Daye, says the numbers are 
exactly what they expected.

“We didn’t expect to have great 
numbers in the first year. It has 
never been planned that we 

should open full,” Miss Daye said.
“We don’t know how many chil-

dren will be coming exactly. People 
who have been allocated school plac-
es they don’t want may be consider-
ing New Horizons – I am getting 
phone calls from parents every day.

“It is no surprise to us and we are 
not disappointed or worried.”

The school building is not yet com-
plete, meaning parents cannot look 
round, Miss Daye pointed out.

“Parents want to see the school and 
the teachers and the provision. If you 
have a reception age child, you go 
round as many schools as possible. 
You want to sample the ethos.

“When a school opens, and parents 
can see the standard of the building 
and know about its reputation, that’s 
when numbers start to rise. 

“A lot of people are still unaware that 
a new school is opening – we didn’t do a 
marketing campaign this year.

“Just now it’s a building site, but it’s 
a big building and in ten years’ time it 
will be a big school.”

Although it only has funding 
for one reception class this 
year, in future it is intend-
ing to take three, a total of 

90 children.
It is part of the Thinking Schools 

Academies Trust, a group of schools 
in the area which are state-funded 
but not controlled by Medway Coun-
cil. However, it was the council which 

proposed the new school.
A spokesman for the trust said: 

“Currently there are low numbers of 
children who have been formally of-
fered a place. This number looks set to 
grow over the coming months due to a 
significant number of late applications 
waiting to be allocated a place across 
Medway primary schools. Therefore at 
the current time we do not have final 
numbers for September.”

Miss Daye, who is currently assist-
ant head teacher at another of the 
trust’s schools, All Faiths Children’s 
Community School in Rochester, said 
the low number of pupils could actu-
ally be an advantage.

“It means we will be able to offer 
small class sizes and individual atten-
tion for pupils,” she said.

“But we would be pleased to have 
more children and are trying to en-
courage as many people as possible to 
apply here.”

However, other new schools which 
have opened across the county have 
tended to have no problems 
attracting pupils in their first year.

Repton Manor Primary School, in 
Ashford, had 60 reception class pu-
pils when it opened in September 
2012 – the maximum it could take.

Tiger Primary School, in Maid-
stone, was also full with 60 reception 
class pupils and was oversubscribed 
in 2013.

Mr Read, who is also Kent on Sun-
day’s education columnist, said: “This 
is an astonishingly low take-up. 

“Five new free schools, including 
two primaries, have opened in Kent 
in the past two years, none with 
buildings ready, and all have proved 
extremely popular from day one.

“This is a disastrous start for the 
school. It has been built to ease pres-
sure on places in Chatham, but it ap-
pears it is not really needed.”

However, local councillor 
Tristan Osborne, who rep-
resents Luton and Wayfield 
ward and is Labour’s pro-

spective parliamentary candidate for 
Chatham and Aylesford, said he too 
was  unsurprised by the low 
numbers.

He said: “It’s the first year they are 

running, so I suspect parents have 
made a decision to go with what they 
know. It doesn’t have a performance 
record, and parents look at Ofsted 
reports with a microscope.”

But he said that Medway Council 
had made an “abject” error in closing 
nearby schools just a few years 
previously.

“The real question is over all the 
money that the council has spent on a 
reorganisation,” Cllr Osborne added.

“They closed Ridge Meadows and 
merged schools in Strood and 
Chatham. They have completely got it 
wrong. 

“Primary schools and Medway 
Council are not a good combination. I 
pull my hair out over some of the deci-
sions they have made.

However, Medway council’s portfo-
lio holder for children’s services, Mike 
O’Brien, said that the council had had 
no choice but to close schools.

“It’s before my time, but it was the 
Labour government that set that 
strategy and demanded that we 
should cut primary schools with fall-
ing rolls,” he said.

“Demand for places in Medway is in-
creasing and is predicted to continue 
increasing, and this school was need-
ed to ensure we had ample provision.

“Applications for schools with ex-
tensive building work taking place do 
tend to be low and I think the fact that 
14 children want to go to New Hori-
zons is a good sign.”

A lot of people are 
unaware a new school is 
opening – we didn’t do a 
marketing campaign. 
Now it’s a building site, 
but in ten years’ time it 
will be a big school

“

Susan Daye, head teacher
New Horizons Primary School,

“
‘Astonishingly’ low take-up at 
Medway’s new primary school 
The multi-million pound project’s head teacher says she is not surprised at attracting only 14 pupils 
but critics say the school, built to provide extra places, simply is not needed as Sarah Linney reports      
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Buckmore Park Karting 
have added a new Circut!

The New Paddock Circuit is perfect for...
Turn Up ‘n’ Drive Karting
Simply Turn Up ‘n’ Drive! £20 per 15 minute session. Ages 8 - 84.

Visit www.buckmore.co.uk to view dates and times

Weekend Kids Birthday Parties
Birthday Parties for 7-8 drivers from 8 years old.

Exclusive Family Sessions
Members of the same family can now all kart together! Ages 12+.

For more information;

01634 661612
www.buckmore.co.uk
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O
NE of the last surviving 
members of the cast of 
classic TV comedy show 
Dad’s Army has told Kent 
on Sunday he would 

“love” to appear in a new big-screen 
version focusing on Walmington-on-
Sea’s finest.

Frank Williams, now 82, portrayed 
the Revered Timothy Farthing in the 
BBC show. 

As the vicar of St Aldhelm’s Church, 
he remained almost permanently fed 
up at the Home Guard taking over his 
church hall and Capt Mainwaring 
moving in to his office.

And tonight he launches his latest 
tour at the Stag Theatre in 
Sevenoaks.

The stage show sees him reminisce 
about his career – focusing heavily 
on the time he spent between 1969 
and 1977 acting on Dad’s Army.

But as he prepares for his More Tea 
Vicar tour, he is also praying his 
phone rings to be offered a role in a 
movie adaptation of the TV hit.

It emerged this week that plans are 
well advanced, with the actor Toby 
Jones teed up to play Captain Main-
waring and Bill Nighy at Sergeant 
Wilson. They were originally por-
trayed by Arthur Lowe and Rams- 
gate’s John Le Mesurier.

The only surviving member of the 
Home Guard platoon is now Ian  
Lavender, who played the young  
Private Pike in the original series. He 
is now 68.

Frank Williams and Pamela Cun-
dell, who played Corporal Jones’s love 
interest Mrs Fox and who is now 93, 
are the only other surviving mem-
bers of the main cast.

And that is what makes his 
desire to win a cameo roll 
in the movie version so im-
portant.

Speaking from his home in Lon-
don, Mr Williams told us: “I have not 

contacted the producers but am  
hoping they will ring or get in touch 
with my agent.

“I am available and would love to 
appear – it would mean a lot to me. It 
would be nice to play an old vicar or 
even a bishop perhaps.”

He added: “I have always admired 
Bill Nighy as an actor and have 
worked with Toby, so fitting into this 
film would be easy. I can only hope.”

Mr Williams says the stage show is 
not so much rehearsed as ordered 
chaos as he is fired familiar questions 
from the show’s compere, Chris Gid-
ney, and then opens up for questions 
from the audience.

He told us: “For some of them, I 
have to adopt the role of a politician 
and slightly evade what they are ask-
ing me. I try to be honest and answer 
everything, but as things progress, 
the audience become more daring in 
their questions.”

While Dad’s Army was in 
reality only a small 
part of his career, it is 
the time that most peo-

ple remember.
Over his half-century in showbiz, 

he has performed with greats includ-
ing Tommy Cooper, Harry Worth, 
Dick Emery and Morecambe & Wise 
and has appeared in more than 30 
feature films, including three with 
Norman Wisdom, who grew up in 
Deal.

Other television series include The 
Army Game, All Gas and Gaiters, 
Monty Python’s Flying Circus and,  
more recently, You Rang M’Lord.

He said: “I’m looking forward to 
talking about the strange and  
remarkable things the audience nev-
er see. I don’t want to give anything 
away, but I did enjoy making the  
episode with the royal train when we 
were up and down the line on a pump 
trolley.”

Dad’s Army creators David Croft 
and Jimmy Perry chose Mr Williams 
for the eccentric cleric because he 
blended in so well.

Mr Williams said: “My favourites 
on the show were John Le Mesurier 
and Arnold Ridley, who was as old as 
me now while on the show as God-
frey. They were wonderful people. 

“For me to have been part of some-
thing that still endears the public all 
these decades later is a blessing.”

The show’s compere Chris Gidley 
added: “Everybody loves Dad’s Army. 
Even after 40 years the series contin-
ues to pull huge viewing figures, be-
coming one of the all-time classic 
greats of television, and it bridges the 
age gap like no other.”

DAD’S Army has proved to be a perennial favourite 
despite the last episode being filmed more than 35 
years ago.

It first hit our screens in 1968, in black and white. It 
followed the formation of the Home Guard during the 
Second World War – a last-resort troop based in local 
towns and villages who would spring into action in 
the event of an invasion.

They were formed of those ineligible to go to the 
frontline and fight – thus were primarily made up of 
those too old for combat.

In total, there were nine series and some 80 
episodes. In addition, there was a big-screen version 
released in 1971. 

There was also a stage show featuring many of the 
main cast, and radio shows too. 

Many discuss the so-called ‘curse’ of Dad’s Army, 
which saw so many of the main cast die in the years 
shortly after broadcast. 

The reality, of course, is the majority were in the 
twilight of their careers when filming took place. 
Arnold Ridley, who played Godfrey, for example, was 
in his 80s when filming finished, as was John Laurie 
(Fraser). Arthur Lowe (Captain Mainwaring) died 
five years after the last episode – aged 66.

The real tragedy was the death of James Beck, who 
played the spiv Private Walker. He died in 1973 after a 
battle with cancer. He was just 44.

Dad’s Army star volunteering 
for role in remake of comedy
Actor Frank Williams, who played the 
Reverend Timothy Farthing, tells Chris 
Murphy of his desire to be in the new 
big-screen version of classic TV series 

I am available 
and would love to 
appear – it would mean 
a lot to me. It would 
be nice to play an 
old vicar or even a  
bishop perhaps.

“

Frank Williams,
On role in new Dad’s Army film

“

FALL IN! Dad’s Army has been enjoyed by different generations of viewers on television, on radio and on film

DAD’S ARMY: FACTS

TV VICAR: Comedy actor Frank Williams

Based in East Sussex, filmed in 
Norfolk but with links to Kent
WHILE the fictional Walmington-on-Sea was set on the 
Sussex coast, there are plenty of strong Kent links to the 
classic comedy.

John Le Mesurier, who played the laid-back Sgt Wilson, 
lived for many years in Ramsgate where he shared a home 
with his wife, Carry On star Hattie Jacques, and, following 
their divorce, his third wife Joan. He died in the town, in 
1983, aged 71.

One of the series’ most memorable characters was Clive 
Dunn’s Corporal Jones. Despite looking older, he was 
actually only in his 40s when the series was filmed. He was 
educated at Sevenoaks School. Mr Dunn died, aged 92, in 
2012.

Many believe the fictional coastal town of Walmington-on-
Sea is based in Kent – but it is actually supposed to be in East 
Sussex.

It is thought to have been close to Kent, though, as in one 
episode Dymchurch is mentioned as being nearby.  
However, the bulk of on-location filming actually took place 
in Norfolk.
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T
RANSPORT minister Robert Good-
will has looked to ease mounting 
concerns over the opening of the 
hard shoulder on a buy stretch of the 
M25 this week. 

An 18-mile section of the motorway saw the 
traditional emergency lane resurfaced and per-
manently opened for traffic on Wednesday.

The stretch extends from junction five at Sev-
enoaks through to seven at Redhill, just over 
the Kent/Surrey border.

Mr Goodwill spoke about the scheme as he 
saw for himself the control room in Godstone, 
which will constantly monitor the stretch of 
road which is deploying the latest ‘smart’  
technology.

That boils down to extensive use of cameras 
and signage on the motorway which aims to 
swiftly respond to any problems.

But with the hard shoulder gone, many have 
voiced fears over just what happens if your 
vehicle breaks down.

Among them is Paul Watters, the AA’s head 
of road policies, said:  “Motorways are our safest 
roads and that is how we want it to stay.

“New ‘smart’ motorways depend on drivers 
complying with the rules of the road and safety 
advice.

“Safety also depends on a rapid response to 
incidents on the part of the control room opera-
tor and technology.

“We remain anxious that if a vehicle breaks 
down, the motorist is left in a very dangerous 
position.”

The section of motorway will now have a 
number of emergency bays in which vehicles 
can seek refuge in an emergency. But the key 
piece of advice from Highways Agency chiefs is 
to make sure your car is fit for purpose before 
you drive on the stretch of road, and that if you 
do have a problem you should seek to use one of 
the occasional rescue bays.

Stood before a bank of screens at the regional 
control centre in Godstone, the minister 
was adamant the new system would 

deliver benefits – despite the concerns.
It is those screens, constantly monitored 

around the clock by staff, that will prove the 
success or otherwise of this ambitious scheme.

If problems are spotted, speeds can be lowered 
miles before the disruption, and using the elec-
tronic signs, lanes can be closed temporarily.

In total, the new line-up of ‘smart’ technolo-
gy consists of nine gantries that span both car-
riageways, 10 refuge areas, 13 emergency tele-
phones, 88 overhead signals, 33 verge-mounted 
signs and 38 CCTV cameras, which have infra-
red technology for improved night vision.

Explained Mr Goodwill: “The removal of the 
hard shoulder will actually make the road safer 
and hopefully travel times more reliable.  

“Around 90 per cent of stops on motorways 
are for non-emergency reasons – people answer-
ing their phones or reading maps for example.  

“Of course, the hard shoulders are a very dan-
gerous place to be. Up to eight per cent of deaths 
on motorway – which are our safest roads – do 
actually happen on the hard shoulder. So it’s 
not a safe place.”

He added that the majority of the 10 per cent 
of people who do need to stop on the hard shoul-
der will be able to get to one of the 10 refuge ar-
eas along the stretch of motorway.

Anyone else who stops on any of the 
lanes, due to breakdown, for  
example, will be instantly spotted by 
people monitoring cameras in the 

control centre.  
The minister said: “Whatever lane you stop in, 

you can be assured the situation is being man-
aged and the Highways Agency will get to you.”

The ‘smart’ motorway scheme was piloted as  

trial on the M42 and rolled out last month on a 
stretch of the M25 in Hertfordshire.

The minister claimed it would be ‘irresponsi-
ble’ not to incorporate the new technology into 
our motorways, as the statistics show a 50 per 
cent reduction in incidents involving injury.  

He was also keen to stress the shorter journey 
times. He said: “I get up every morning think-
ing about how we can cut jams, and the man-
agement of motorways or smart motorways is a 
good way of doing just that. It’s a good way of 
increasing the reliability of these services.  

“I used to drive tankers up and down motor-
way networks so I know all about traffic jams 
and this is really delivering.  

“It’s even surprised me by how successful it’s 
been in getting the traffic flowing and reducing 
the accidents on these roads. We’re in a good 
place already; we’re getting to a better place.”

The project has undeniably been an expen-
sive one; costing £129 million for this road 
alone. This paid for the refuge points to be put 
in, the management systems implemented and 
the gantries built. Motorists have faced months 
of delays as a consequence of the work.

In addition, a new concrete safety barrier has 
replaced the old steel ones. 

Talking about the cost, Mr Goodwill said: “To 
widen the road could have cost two, three, four 
times as much, depends on how many bridges 
and flyovers you have. But this is low hanging 
fruit in terms of getting more bangs for your 
buck – or less bangs as it were.”

And with more cameras there will be more 
reason than ever not to exceed speed limits.

Martin Potts, Highways Agency manager, 
said: “Fundamental in any of our motorways, 
when we’ve got variable speed limits, is clearly 
we want the driving public to respect those lim-
its, so we use enforcement technology to give 
the police evidence to prosecute.  

“Technology moves forward all the time, so 
this scheme has the latest version of the camera 
that will monitor the traffic and collate evidence 
of those drivers who abuse the limits.”

Minister determined to drive 
ahead as extra M25 lane opens
The Government’s 
£129m motorway 
development aims 
to ease traffic on 
one of our busiest 
stretches of road...
but it comes at a 
safety price which 
is a worry to many, 
including the AA.  
Maria Chiorando 
meets the transport 
minister as part of 
M25 bids farewell 
to emergency lane

NO TOLLS AND A NEW HIGHWAYS AGENCY
AMID a need to generate more funds as the 
Coalition government looks to further cut 
costs to erode the national debt, a recurring 
claim has been that motorways on the UK 
road network could see tolls introduced.

Speaking to KoS during his visit to see 
the M25 carriageway works this week, 
transport minister Robert Goodwill 
vehemently denied there were any plans to 
add tolls to existing roads.

He said: “We are not going to toll the 
roads. It’s as simple as that. Read my lips.”

He also denied claims there were moves 
afoot to privatise the Highways Agency – an 
executive agency of the Department for 
Transport – which oversees the main road 
networks in the UK.

It was confirmed this week that the 
agency would be reformed so it becomes 

a stand-alone, Government-owned, 
operation.

Explaining the changes, Mr Goodwill 
said: “We are giving the Highways Agency 
a very big task. They’ve got a very big job 
to do and we need to give them the ability 
to deliver that in a cost effective way.  

“So they’re becoming a government-
owned company. It will allow them to retain 
staff, it will allow them to negotiate con-
tracts, work with the contractors. We 
believe it’s the best way of allowing the 
Highways Agency to continue their work. 
They will have security of funding; there 
will be none of this stop-go funding.  

“We have to get away from that and give 
them long-term funding streams. It is not 
privatisation; we are not fattening them up 
for privatisation.”
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Cherry harvest 
on course to 
pip last year’s 
bumper crop, 
say the experts
2013 was a record-breaking cherry season but 
this year could be twice as good and last from 
June right through to September... but only if the 
weather is kind, as Caroline Read reports 
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L
AST year they called it the 
greatest cherry harvest 
ever, with trees groaning 
under the weight of their 
abundant crop and yielding 

an unbelievable three times as much 
fruit than in 2012. 

But this year cherry-growers are 
already predicting that record could 
be broken if the weather remains on 
their side.

Experts from the industry body 
British Cherries, which looks after 70 
per cent of the UK’s cherry produc-
tion, say the chances are they will be 
looking at double the volume of fruit 
this summer, with the total produc-
tion expected to reach 4,000 tonnes.

And not only do they think more 
fruit will be produced, they also pre-
dict the longest fruiting season on 
record. 

If you go for a walk through a Kent 
cherry orchard this weekend you will 
notice the blossom is in full flower – 
almost a month earlier than last year. 
With early- and late-season varieties 
added to Kent’s orchards in recent 
years as well, the once short cherry 
season is likely to last from June right 
through to September this year.

A spokesman for British Cherries 
said: “It’s an exciting year for the Brit-
ish cherry industry.

“We’re starting to reap the benefits 
of years of investment to reduce the 
need for imports and give consumers 
what they want – large, juicy British 
cherries that can have more sugars 
than their foreign counterparts.”

He added: “We are seeing a sweet 
comeback for British cherries.”

As one of the top three cherry- 
producing counties in the UK – along 
with Herefordshire and Worcester-
shire – Kent is at the forefront of the 

cherry explosion. Its cherry-growers 
are benefiting from millions of 
pounds of recent industry investment 
in planting new, smaller varieties of 
cherry tree, which have a higher 
yield and are easier to pick. 

But, as it can take up to five years 
for these new trees to reach their 
fruiting peak, many growers are only 
just going to start enjoying the re-
wards for their hard work.

And Michael Dalloway, a cherry-
grower who has orchards in Sand-
hurst, near Cranbrook, warns the in-
dustry not to count its fruit before it is 
picked.

“Potentially there could be a huge 
crop of cherries but mainly down to 

all the new orchards that have been 
planted in the last few years coming 
into full production,” he said. 

“However, ‘potentially’ is the key 
word – a sharp air frost could still kill 
all the blossom that’s currently out 
and mean no one has any crop at all. 
So the claims of a bumper crop are 
similar to ‘We’re going to have a BBQ 
summer’ from the Met Office two 
months before the summer and then 
it rains for weeks.”

Mr Dalloway runs Rent-A-
Cherry-Tree, where peo-
ple can rent trees in his 
orchards and enjoy the 

fruits each year. He added that this 

winter, although warm, was unusu-
ally wet and that can lead to fungal 
problems with the trees. The lack of a 
cold snap could even have been a bad 
thing for fruit-growers as the trees 
prefer to go dormant for a time over 
the winter.

He said: “That’s the realistic side of 
this year’s potential crop. As long as 
the weather is relatively helpful, then 
there could be a bumper crop, but as a 
grower that specialises in cherries I 
couldn’t possibly tell you what the 
crop will be like so early in the sea-
son. There are still too many weather 
variables that could ruin the poten-
tial that is there.”

But many cherry-farmers have also 

invested in hi-tech polytunnels to 
protect their crop from harsh weath-
er and birds, enabling them to pro-
duce up to four times more cherries 
per hectare. 

Sarah Neaves, who is the third gen-
eration of her family to run the AR 
Neaves cherry farm at Doddington, 
near Sittingbourne, says it’s this 
technology that is really responsible 
for the revival of the British cherry 
industry.

“We are 90 per cent covered at the 
farm now,” she said. “Whereas seven 
or eight years ago we had nothing 
covered. We cover the trees with plas-
tic, plus we have bird covers as well. I 
think that’s why you’re seeing more 
cherries around because we’re now 
guaranteeing a crop. 

“With the outside trees, sometimes 
we could lose up to 60 or 70 per cent 
of our crop. And it’s heartbreaking.”

The polytunnels are expensive 
pieces of kit and they are unpopular 
with some people, but they do their 
job well.

“It costs a lot of money. But all the 
heartache and despair when you 
know that cherries are there and the 
rain comes and wipes the crop away 
– at least it protects us from that.  
Supermarkets look for that guaran-
tee, so it puts us in a good position,” 
said Miss Neaves.

The concerted campaign to revive 
our cherry industry was just in the 
nick of time. Only 300 tonnes of UK 
cherries were produced in 2000, with 
many orchards made up of huge old, 
low-yielding trees. The last 50 years 
have seen 90 per cent of the country’s 
cherry orchards wiped out and in 
Kent 5,000 hectares of cherry orchard 
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BLOSSOM: Cherry experts are predicting 2014 could, if the weather is kind, produce the biggest harvest... ever  
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at the beginning of the 20th century 
had been reduced to just 600 by the 
end.

Ten years ago, Food Lovers Britain 
set up the CherryAid campaign to 
save the British cherry. Horrified that 
most of the fruit in our supermarkets 
was being imported from the US, 
Spain and Turkey, it encouraged UK 
growers to turn things around.

Since the campaign started, 
most of Britain’s biggest 
supermarkets have started 
selling British cherries and 

some even phase out imported cher-
ries for the British cherry season. 

Kent may be the Garden of Eng-
land, but it’s only thanks to a relative-
ly new movement towards eating  
locally-produced fresh fruit and cut-
ting down on ‘food miles’ that our 
cherry industry has been saved. 

“You watch it in the supermarkets 
every day,” said Miss Neaves. “People 
are actually seeking the fruit with the 
Union Jack on it. And cherries are still 
seasonal, even though the season is a 
bit longer than it once was.”

She added: “They’re a real treat. 
People love Kentish cherries. It’s going 
to be an exciting season, I’m sure.”

By looking out for Kent cherries in 
supermarkets – or, even better, at 
farmers’ markets, farm shops or sea-
sonal roadside stalls – shoppers can 
support a Kentish industry as well as 
enjoying the best quality available. 

It was King Henry VIII who or-
dered the first cherry orchards to be 
planted in Kent and, with the indus-
try now moving with the times, his 
legacy will continue to bear fruit for 
generations to come.

« PAGE 15 CHERRIES: THE FACTS

NOT only are they tasty but cherries are full of 
health benefits, too, ranging from helping you 
get a good night’s sleep to easing gout pain:
■ Fourteen cherries counts as one portion 

towards your five-a-day and they are rich in 
vitamin C and potassium.
■ Sweet cherries contain 16 antioxidants, 

which help fight cardiovascular disease and 
arthritis. 
■ Cherries help people suffering from gout 

and laboratory studies on gout-sufferers 
confirm these benefits as the juice in cherries 
appears to prevent the build-up of uric acid 
crystals, which cause the pain suffered by 
those with gout.
■ The compound that gives cherries their 

colour – anthocyanin – is an antioxidant and an 
anti-inflammatory. The natural painkilling 
ability has led scientists to claim that eating 20 
cherries is equivalent to taking an aspirin.
■ Cherries have a low glycaemic index, 

which means they only produce a mild rise in 
blood sugar levels.  This means that, unlike 
many high-sugared fruits, they are suitable for 
those with Type-2 diabetes and are ideal 
snacks for those who are overweight. Cherries 
have only 54 cal/100 grams and virtually no fat.
■ If you suffer from insomnia, cherries can 

help you sleep.  They are one of the few food 
sources of melatonin, which is a strong 
antioxidant that helps to regulate our natural 
sleep patterns.

 County’s love affair 
with humble cherry
KENT’s domination of the English cherry 
market is startling.

It is estimated some 90 per cent of the 
nation’s cherry crop comes from the 
county.

Stella is the most common dessert 
variety for eating, followed by Sunburst, 
whereas Morello is the most commonly 
used for cooking.

www.dreamdoors.co.uk

�  Free Appliances when you  

spend over £3,500

�  Fully fitted kitchens available

�  Please call for special  

showroom offers

�  Granite overlay and solid 

granite for fast installation

40%

Call Stuart for a FREE Quote 
on 01622 678966

MADE IN THE UK

Visit our Showroom: 
12 Pudding Lane,
Maidstone, Kent, 
ME14 1LN

Specialists in Kitchen Makeovers and New Kitchens Doors & Worktops Giving New Life to Old Kitchens

View our 
credentials at:

Find  
Us On

Up to 40% less than a fully fitted kitchen

SPRING  OFFERS  AVAILABLE
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Come and find us: Just off the A2 (Rainham side) Newington, Nr Sittingbourne ME9 7SZ

GARDEN CENTRETel: 
01795 841199

Open 7 days a week
Mon – Sat 9-5

Sun 10-4

We are a large centre
stocking a huge

range of 
excellent quality
garden plants:

Bedding Plants,
Roses, Perennials,
Herbs, Specimen
Trees and Shrubs,
Grasses, Palms,
Young Trees and

Shrubs, Bamboos,
Climbing Plants,
Hanging Baskets

Senior Citizens can claim 10% off 
their plants MONDAY to FRIDAY (but not weekends)

TRADE DISCOUNTS ALSO AVAILABLE

On site we have a unique African Craft Centre stocked
with a HUGE selection of hand made African artifacts.

Come and see our amazing range of • ELEPHANTS
• GIRAFFES • DRUMS • MASKS 

• POTTERY • WOODEN FURNITURE
Plus Lots More!

Daisy Chain Tearoom
Open 

10am to 4pm DAILY

www.gardeningworldlimited.co.uk
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W
EEKS and weeks of 
build-up; nightly 
reports on the 
evening news; and 
finally televised 

coverage all night as millions stay up 
to watch the government of the coun-
try dramatically changing.

If you like politics, there probably 
isn’t a more exciting day in the politi-
cal calendar for you than a general 
election. 

Elections for the European Parlia-
ment, on the other hand, don’t al-
ways arouse quite such excitement.

The turnout has dropped every 
year since they started in 1979, plum-
meting to a miserable 34.7 per cent in 
the UK at the last elections in 2009. 
But are we actually missing a very big 
electoral trick?

With the decisions of the European 
Parliament affecting some 500 mil-
lion people, it could be argued that it 
is even more important than our 
own.

“The European Parliament is a 
very powerful parliament, more pow-
erful in many ways than the British 

parliament,” says John Fitzgibbon, 
lecturer in politics and international 
relations at Canterbury Christ 
Church University.

“It has a really big effect on a lot of 
issues and can be extremely powerful 
when it comes to environmental poli-
cy, agriculture, fisheries, trade deals 
and liberalising markets. It’s the larg-
est single market in the world.

“In many ways, MEPs have a lot 
more power than backbench MPs be-
cause of the way they all sit in com-
mittees. And whatever the parlia-
ment decides, a lot of countries will 
have to follow.

“It really does matter a lot and is  
directly relevant to your life.”

The European Parliament is elected 
through a system of proportional rep-
resentation, which many argue cre-
ates a fairer representation of the to-
tal votes cast. 

Instead of the first-past-the-post 
system at Westminster elections, 
when the candidate who receives 
the most votes in each constitu-

ency wins, in European elections 
there are several MEPs for each con-
stituency – and seats are allocated ac-
cording to the proportion of the vote 
each party gets.

Kent is part of the south-east Eng-
land constituency, which has 10 
MEPs – so any party that gets more 

than 10 per cent of the vote will be 
represented. However, each person 
still only has one vote.

“Proportional-representation sys-
tems do result in coalition govern-
ments and some see that as introduc-
ing stability because politicians are 
forced to get on with one another,” 
said Richard Whitman, professor of 
politics and international relations at 
the University of Kent.

“But others see it as less than demo-
cratic because the parties agree be-
tween themselves what bits of their 
manifestos to go with.

“One of the reasons we have always 
had low turnout is that people have 
been unclear what the parliament is 
for. But this is a great chance for your 
vote to count. It is not a perfect sys-
tem, but it means your vote has less 
chance of being wasted.

“Good MEPs try to do as good a job 
as Westminster MPs in representing 
their constituents. This is your oppor-
tunity to choose someone democrati-
cally whose job will be to sit down 

European
Elections

Euro election: Why it deserves 
more than just a protest vote...
In the latest of a 
series of articles 
counting down to 
the European 
elections on May 
22, Sarah Linney 
examines just 
what your vote 
can achieve and  
explains how  
the European  
Parliament
operates
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and scrutinise legislation which will 
have a direct effect on us.”

Dr Fitzgibbon adds: “In Westmin-
ster elections, one party could get 51 
per cent of the vote and the other 49 
per cent of people who voted get noth-
ing. With proportional representa-
tion, your vote counts more.”

Parties will usually put forward 
several candidates, who will be listed 
on the ballot paper in the party’s pre-
ferred order.

If the party wins one seat, the top 
candidate will be elected; if it 
wins two seats, the top two; and 
so on.

One disadvantage of this, some feel, 
is that it makes politics less personal.

“We are really used to the close 
bond we have with MPs and council-
lors. We are not used to a list system 
and it is quite a different system for us 
to come to terms with,” Professor 
Whitman says.

“It puts quite a lot of power in the 
hands of the political parties, as they 

decide in what order they are going to 
select people. You are not voting for 
an individual – the party decides who 
you are going to vote for.

“Most people will struggle to know 
who is at the head of the list system, 
whereas there’s a pretty good chance 
that you would be able to name your 
MP.

“However, it means that if you have 
an issue you feel strongly about you 

can write to 10 people rather than to 
one.”

Ironically, the European Parlia-
ment’s perceived remoteness often 
leads people to be freer with their 
voting, Professor Whitman says. 

“Some people exercise their vote 
because the consequences are less ob-
vious to them,” he says.

“In local, or national, elections peo-
ple may worry about tax or economic 

issues, but traditionally they often 
use the European elections as a  
protest vote. 

“But it’s not a straightforward pro-
test vote – Labour instead of the  
Tories or vice versa. People are using 
their vote in a different way. People 
who are loyal supporters of a party do 
tend to vote with that identity, but the 
electorate in general is getting more 
and more difficult to predict.”

John Fitzgibbon agrees. “People 
vote for non-mainstream parties just 
because they can, to send a message 
to Westminster,” he said.

“People are not voting because 
they feel passionate about Europe, 
but to strike back. They are just  
trying to give whoever’s in power a 
black eye.

“We see that all over Europe. It’s 
not like British people are being idio-
syncratic about it.”

And for many voters, their chosen 
method of protesting against the cur-
rent government, all the mainstream 
parties or the European Union in  
general, will be to vote Ukip.

“These are the most Eurosceptic 
European Parliament elections we 
have ever had,” Professor Whitman 
says.

“Ukip has given people the oppor-
tunity to send a signal of opposition 
to Europe.

“There are EU protest parties in 
other countries, too, including Ger-
many, France and The Netherlands, 
and a lot of the discussion is about the 
degree of support that they will get. 
All the predictions are that support 
for Ukip will grow. 

“The centre right and the centre 
left alternate in the top jobs at the 
parliament, so EU protest parties 
won’t be a big enough grouping to set 
the agenda, but they will have the  
capacity to cause disruption within 
the parliament.”

However, this isn’t necessar-
ily a positive thing. “The 
big problem when people 
vote Ukip is that it sends 

the message that British people don’t 
really care about Europe,” Dr Fitzgib-
bon says.
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People are not  
voting because they feel 
passionate about  
Europe, but to strike 
back. They are just  
trying to give whoever’s 
in power a black eye

“

John Fitzgibbon, lecturer
Canterbury Christ Church University

“

� �� �

GIRLINGS’ 
MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE

HELPDESK
Call GIRLINGS’ MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE HELPDESK on

0845 2221 999
For a FREE, no obligation chat about your claim for 

negligent medical treatment

www.girlingspersonalinjury.co.uk
KENT no win no fee specialists

‘Stewart knew me better 
than myself and was a 
pleasure to deal with’
Mrs E Maidstone 

MBK were professional, 
responsible and
courteous
Mr & Mrs L, Loose

It’s that most independents can offer very similar 
products for the same price, or less, but can provide 
YOU with a more personal experience.

My company, MBK Design Studio, has been 
completing projects in SE England since 1987 and 
has continually been offering my clients a better 
service than the large multi nationals.

So why don’t you come to my showroom and see 
what value you can get from the kitchens and 
bathrooms I sell. I am offering YOU a reduced price 
on all Crown Lifestyle kitchens, a Kent company, 
which will make them even more affordable and 
better value than many of the kitchens on offer 
as present.

I can’t guarantee that I can compete with every 
quote, but I constantly complete projects that 
originally started in those megastores.

Visit us and we will help YOU with your project, 
what have you got to lose?

*Subject to Terms and conditions available in the office

�
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“They are part of the Europe of 
Freedom and Democracy Group, 
which has 25 MEPs from seven differ-
ent countries. 

“They are nationalists, but they 
have to work with people from differ-
ent countries to come up with policies 
and there’s an inherent tension there. 
It just doesn’t work out. 

“They just want to get Britain out 
of the EU and they focus most of their 
energies on that, but they can’t really 
do that at a European level – they can 
only do it at a national level.

“The discussions are taking place 
and they are on the margins instead 
of being in there fighting Britain’s 
interests.”

Another little-understood aspect of 
these elections is that voters are not 
actually electing a government.

Legislation in the European Union 
does not come from the Parliament 
but from the European Commission 
– a group of officials nominated by 
the member countries (each country 
is represented by one commissioner).

Along with the Council of Minis-
ters, a body made up of government 

ministers from member states, the 
European Parliament holds the com-
mission to account, scrutinising and 
modifying the legislation it proposes.

The job of commissioners is to fur-
ther the interests of Europe and the 
ideal of integration, not to act as  
national representatives. That falls to 
the Council of Ministers and the par-
liament, which can veto legislation, 
demand changes and send it back  

to the commission if it is not happy. 
“Commissioners try to make sure 

they are neutral and come up with 
proposals that benefit all the citizens 
at large, not one individual nation,” 
Professor Whitman says.

“The commission doesn’t generally 
come up with ideas on its own but 
gets lobbied by industry groups and 
member states.

“The parliament is supposed to be 

the bit we have a direct stake in elect-
ing, and they are supposed to repre-
sent us and make sure we get a say in 
legislation.”

Political parties tend to form 
alliances with other similarly- 
inclined parties from other 
countries, and members of  

alliances generally try to vote together 
on issues.

But there is more scope for voting 
independently than in Westminster, 
where the party whip is usually very 
strong. 

Proceedings in the European Par-
liament are also very different from 
Westminster, where speakers can of-
ten barely be heard over a chorus of 
jeers and roars, and debates are com-
bative and heated.

MEPs sit in a hemisphere, rather 
than on government and opposition 
benches, and are grouped by party 
rather than country. 

Voting is done electronically rather 
than by procession through two sets 
of opposing doors.

“It looks rather tame in compari-
son to Westminster,” Professor Whit-
man says.

“The dynamic is not the same as 
ours. There isn’t the cut and thrust. 
They haven’t got that adversarial sys-
tem because it is not about govern-
ment and opposition, but holding the 
commission and the council to  
account.

“Debates have to go through trans-
lators as well, which means things 
like jokes are quite difficult.”

“The European Parliament gener-
ally boils down to ideological issues, 
not countries against countries,” Dr 
Fitzgibbon adds.

“A Tory from Britain could be next 
to a Polish MEP. The whole point is 
that people work together.

“Most of the work is done in com-
mittees, looking into things, listening 
to constituents and experts.”

He adds: “It’s not all about looking 
good at Prime Minister’s Questions 
and shouting and waving about a bit 
of paper.
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The parliament is 
supposed to be the bit 
we have a direct stake in 
electing, and they are 
supposed to represent 
us and make sure we get 
a say in legislation

“

Professor Richard Whitman,
University of Kent

“
Unit 13, CT3 Business Park, Cooting Road, Aylesham, Canterbury CT3 3EP

T: 01304 849191  |  www.gratestovesandfires.co.uk

... for quality stoves, fires, fireplaces and beams 
with a service you won’t find elsewhere

FABULOUS INTERIORS 
START HERE ...

Your home visit, measure and 
discussions are done by the same people 
installing it, giving you peace of mind

HETAS
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MOST people probably don’t know who their 
MEP is, but there’s no reason they should, 
according to one of them.

South East MEP Richard Ashworth points 
out that not only does each European politician 
represent almost 10 times as many voters as an 
MP, they deal with issues at a much more 
remote level than national and local politicians.

“You read articles saying people can’t name 
their MEP, which kind of implies that MEPs are 
not doing their job,” said the Conservative, who 
has been an MEP for 10 years.

“It comes from a familiarity that people have 
with councils and Westminster elections. The 
issues that people deal with every day are 
things like dustbins, schools, street lights, 
potholes, taxation and the NHS. MEPs don’t 
deal with those. They deal with issues that are 
handled at a European level.

“There is a low level of understanding of how 
the system works and what an MEP does.”

The UK will elect 73 MEPs on Thursday, May 
22, representing a total population of 
63,230,000 people.

This means each MEP represents on average 
866,164 people, with the average Westminster 
constituency having about 98,000.

“The MP is the person you are voting for. His 
or her name is on the ballot paper,” said Mr 
Ashworth, who was a farmer for more than 30 
years before going into politics.

“But when you vote in a European election, 
you don’t vote for me, you vote for a party.

“That’s not to say we are distanced from the 
people in the south east. We have a constituency 
mailbag and we get individual issues that we 
are very happy to deal with.

“Democracy is a two-way thing. It’s not 
something which is done to you. You have to 
participate.”

As a member of the European Parliament’s 
budget committee and a substitute member of 

the committee on agriculture and rural 
development, it can hardly be argued that Mr 
Ashworth’s work doesn’t affect our lives, but 
much of it takes place behind the scenes.

“The budget committee deals with EU 
spending. My job is to ensure we get the best 
value for money and that Britain gets its fair 
share,” he said.

“In my agriculture role, I deal with  
organisations like the NFU and the British 
government. So yes, I do speak to individual 
farmers, but the primary role I have is dealing 
with issues at a different level.

“In Westminster elections, people can see the 
issues at stake are things that affect their lives, 

so they are going to participate. It’s something 
people are very familiar with.

“But they are not aware of how the EU affects 
their lives. It seems a bit remote and there is a 
low appreciation of why it matters.”

He agreed with Professor Whitman that 
established party loyalties were becoming less 
pronounced.

“The tradition is that you are almost born 
into a party – it’s an inheritance you have from 
your parents,” Mr Ashworth said. 

“But those barriers are being broken down. 
The new generation are more inquisitive.

“People use the European elections to 
register a protest if the government has done 

something they don’t like, but it is hardly 
rational. MEPs have nothing to do with policies 
like gay marriage.”

And he pointed out that, whatever your view 
on the European Union, using your vote is vital.

“People do appear to have extremely strong 
views on Europe. So how can you have 
extremely strong views and then not bother to 
vote? If you strongly disapprove, elect people 
who are going to support your point of view,” 
Mr Ashworth said.

“Some sections of the media are keen to talk 
about the trivia of the European Union, like the 
straight bananas. But the EU affects jobs, 
prosperity in this country, overseas trade – 
which is very important for this country –  
issues like Ukraine and the environment…

“Individual votes do make a difference. Just 
look at recent American elections. If you don’t 
vote, other people will reap the benefits of that.”

EU vital to jobs and 
prosperity, so use 
you vote, says MEP 

MEP: Don’t waste vote, says Richard Ashworth

European
Elections

editorial@kosmedia.co.uk
By Sarah Linney

ACCIDENT CLAIM?
We can help with  
your claim for:
�  Head/brain injuries (Headway 

Approved Solicitors 2014) 

� Accidents at work 

� Car and motorbike accidents 

� Fatal accidents 

� Trips and slips 

� Medical negligence

Saturday 10th May - 11am
Bishop of Rochester Academy
Magpie Hall Road, Chatham

ME4 5JB

Come and join us to walk,
run or dance 5K

Entry Fee: £5
All proceeds to Cancer Research UK

All participants must register in advance.  
Please contact rsvp@boracademy.org to take part.

Cancer 
We’re coming to get you!
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Competition

EVER fancied yourself as a circus 
performer? If so, this could be your 
chance to try out your skills. 

Circus Skills Workshops will be 
running on the Pavilion Lawn at 
Leeds Castle, near Maidstone, 

this month, giving you the oppor-
tunity to test your balance and co-

ordination with stilts and spinning 
plates, juggling, hula-hoops and  
diabolos.

You can even have a go on the jug-
gling machines. 

Circus Skills Workshops will be at 
Leeds Castle, described by Lord Con-
way as the “loveliest castle in the 
world”, on the Bank Holiday weekend 
of Saturday to Monday, May 24-26, 
and will provide a mountain of fun 
for children and adults of all ages. 

It’s a great time to be at the fantas-
tic venue, and on the Sunday and 
Monday children can re-enact the 
legends of Heroes, Heroines and 
Hoods in Hilarious History, a fun and 
interactive outdoor-theatre event. 

The stories of Robin Hood and the 
Silver Arrow, What-ho Henry and 
Horatio’s Last Hurrah will keep chil-

dren entertained as they take the lead 
roles in these hilarious short plays. 

The great news is that we have 
teamed up with Leeds Castle to give 
away five family day tickets (two 
adults and three children) so the 
lucky winners can visit on any day 
over the Bank Holiday and enjoy all 
that’s on offer.

All you have to do to be in with a 
chance of winning one of the family 
day tickets is answer correctly the fol-
lowing question.
Who described Leeds Castle as 
“the loveliest castle in the 
world”?
a) Lord Snooty 
b) Lord Kitchener
c) Lord Conway

 To enter, text KOS followed by  
CIRCUS and your answer, then your 
first name, surname, address and 
postcode to 80058, eg KOS CIRCUS C 
JOHN SMITH 2 THE STREET, TOWN, 
DV2 2GT. Texts cost 50 pence plus 
your standard network rate.  

Winners will be selected from all 
correct entries. The promoter’s deci-
sion is final. Usual terms and condi-

tions apply and can be found on our 
website at www.kentnews.co.uk.  

Please note if you should enter after 
the closing deadline of Wednesday, 
May 14, your entry will not be valid 
but you still may be charged. 

SMS services are provided by BBA 
Digital Helpline: 0844 3572403. 

Alternatively, enter by post to  
Circus Competition, Archant KOS 
Media, Apple Barn, Hythe Road, 
Smeeth, Kent TN25 6SS, including 
your answer, name, address, post-
code and contact telephone number.

And don’t worry if you don’t win! 
You can still visit the castle. Annual 
tickets cost £24 for adults; £21 for 
seniors and visitors with disabilities 
(carer goes free); and £16 for children 
(under-4s free). 

Annual tickets are valid for 12 
months, so you can pay once and visit 
all year round. Day tickets (which ex-
clude special ticket events) are also 
available on the day of your visit or in 
advance online. Adult tickets cost £19, 
concessions £16 and children £11.

Visit www.leeds-castle.com for fur-
ther details.

Win family tickets for 
circus skills workshop

Join in all the 
fun at Leeds 
Castle over  
Bank Holiday

AN INVITATION TO JOIN US AT

The challenger for the world land speed record Bloodhound SSC is coming to IPS
on Tuesday 13th May 2014

We cordially invite you to attend our Employer Breakfast at 8.00 - 10.00am  

or an afternoon Event at 4.00 - 5.30pm. 

Come along and you can experience Bloodhound and learn about Apprenticeships  

and how we can help with recruitment and training.

Please rsvp your preferred option to events@ips-international.com

We look forward to meeting you. 

 Race into the future with

Apprenticeships Northbank House 

Sir Thomas Longley Road

Medway City Estate

Rochester ME2 4DU

01634 299808
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current smokers for using the prod-
ucts is to reduce the amount they 
smoke, while ex-smokers report us-
ing electronic cigarettes to help them 
stop smoking.

“Regular use of electronic ciga-
rettes among children and young 
people is rare, and is confined almost 
entirely to those who currently or 
have previously smoked.”

This ties in with anecdotal evi-
dence that Mr Clift-Lands has 
amassed. He said: “Critics say kids 
are going to use vapourisers, and it’s 
going to be a ‘gateway’ to smoking. 

“I don’t know anyone who’s gone 
from e-cigarettes to smoking, but I 
know hundreds of people that have 
gone the other way.”

The NHS too has concerns e- 
cigarettes are being marketed as a 
fashion accessory, as seen in the way 
they are advertised on London buses. 
“Smoking,” goes the ad, “is so last 
season”.  

The worry is that the link between 
fashion and vaping could appeal to 
younger people, especially younger 
women, encouraging them to smoke.  

The NHS concludes this marketing 
strategy could mean that “the cur-
rent position of e-cigarettes not being 
a gateway to nicotine addiction could 
quickly change”. 

Graham Gibbens is Kent County 
Council cabinet member for adult so-
cial care and public health. He said: 
“Smoking is the largest preventable 
cause of early death in the UK and it 
has an important impact on the differ-
ence in life expectancy across Kent.

“The aim is to improve Kent’s 
health by tackling the harm caused 
by tobacco products and the ideal sit-

uation is for people to stop using to-
bacco products completely. 

“While e-cigarettes might provide 
a useful method to help smokers quit, 
there is currently no hard evidence 
supporting that claim. However, li-
censed products that contain nico-
tine have proven manufacturing 
standards, safety and effectiveness. 

“The National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence (NICE) has re-
cently produced guidance on reduc-
ing tobacco harm, which supports 
the use of licensed nicotine products 
as an aid to cutting down or quitting 
smoking and as a substitute for smok-
ing when used alongside systematic 
programmes of behaviour and moti-
vational support.

“At the moment, there is no evi-
dence to suggest e-cigarettes encour-
age people to start smoking. However 
there is significant concern a situa-
tion could be created where some peo-
ple will be addicted to nicotine having 
never smoked tobacco products.”

Only time will tell if this will 
be the case and more non-
smokers will be encouraged 
to pick up the e-cigarettes.

The range of vapourisers on the 
market, in terms of design and pat-
terns, certainly suggests that visual 
aspect is part of the appeal. And that 
will surely increase when rules en-
suring that cigarettes come only in 
plain packaging are introduced, 

There is, however, one issue sur-
rounding e-cigarettes on which eve-
ryone appears to agree. 

Mr Clift-Lands said: “I do agree it 
needs more testing and more regulat-
ing – there’s no minimum age. I won’t 
sell to anyone younger than 16 
or 17, but you do get kids of 12 

coming in here trying to buy them.”
ASH concurs that the biggest safe-

ty concern is the lack of regulation. In 
a report, it said: “The current lack of 
any authoritative oversight means 
there is significant variability in de-
vice effectiveness, nicotine delivery 
and cartridge nicotine content both 
between and sometimes within prod-
uct brands.”

Despite the lack of smoke created 
by vaping, it is already banned in 
some places in Kent, such as trains 
and train platforms, and some pubs.  

The British Medical Association 
(BMA) supports these current bans 
and calls for further restrictions in 
public places. It argues the devices 
need to be regulated to ensure safety.

It also claims the similarities be-
tween vaping and smoking could 
“undermine existing restrictions on 
smoke-free public places and work-
places by leading people to believe 
that it’s acceptable to smoke”.

It has said public vaping could: 
“Undermine the success of conven-
tional tobacco control measures  
by reinforcing the normalcy of smok-
ing behaviour in a way that other  
nicotine-containing products do not.”

Clearly, electronic cigarettes have 
both strong supporters and oppo-
nents, with many saying unknown 
long-term effects could be a problem. 

E-cigarettes, it seems, are showing 
no signs of shifting from the contro-
versial perch on which they currently 
find themselves.
■ What do you think? Do you use 
them? Do you oppose their use? Join 
the debate and share your views. 
Write to: The Editor, KoS, Apple 
Barn, Hythe Road, Smeeth, Ashford 
TN25 6SS or email us at editorial@
kosmedia.co.uk.

« PAGE 25 WHAT EXACTLY ARE E-CIGARETTES?

E-CIGARETTES and vapourisers are an alternative to tobacco 
cigarettes but can vary greatly in how they look and what they deliver.

They are battery-operated and come in two different styles.
E-cigarettes look like traditional cigarettes, and vapourisers are 

much longer and tend to have batteries that last longer.
Nicotine is activated by the batteries heating the delivery mecha-

nism when inhaled. They are largely similar devices, but e-cigarettes  
use a heating element wrapped in nicotine gauze. 

In a vapouriser, the nicotine comes in liquid form in a chamber and 
is flavoured. The flavours range from tobacco to espresso, various fruit 
and even savoury options. 

Despite these small differences, the terms are largely interchange-
able and using either an e-cigarette or vapouriser is known as vaping. 

In other words, these products deliver the nicotine, which is the 
physically-addictive component of tobacco products, but does not 
require smoke inhalation.  

This is not only beneficial to health but also means the product does 
not carry the same smell, or risks, of passive smoke-inhalation that 
old-fashioned cigarettes do. 

However, e-cigarettes are currently not subject to medicines-licens-
ing procedures in any part of Europe, which in effect means they are 
unregulated products. This means manufacturing standards, long-
term safety and effectiveness in supporting smokers to quit has not 
been established.

FREE MICROCHIPPING
from Dogs Trust
Please visit us at:

Weavering Diamond Jubilee Orchard
Penhurst Close, Weavering, Maidstone, ME14 5BT

Saturday 10th May
11-4pm

The law is changing!
As from the 6th April 2016

you must have your
dog microchipped!

*Offer open to dog owners aged 18 or over regardless of benefit status, subject to availability and resources of the charity. 
Please note that Dogs Trust does not currently fund any  other veterinary treatment. No appointment needed. We strongly advise 
that puppies being chipped are fully vaccinated beforehand. We reserve the right to ask for proof of vaccination. 
We cannot chip any other pets at this event. The Promoter: Dogs Trust, 17 Wakley Street, London, EC1V 7RQ. 
Registered Charity Numbers: 227523 and SCO37843.

Contact 0207 8370006 for more details  
or visit www.chipmydog.org.uk
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Open all bank holiday weekend  

Great offers in store

BUY DIRECT WHELANS 
FACTORY OUTLET

UK’s Largest Manufacturer Of Concrete Garden Ornaments

� BIRD BATHS FROM £10
� PLANTERS FROM £5

� STATUES FROM £10
� BENCHES FROM £29

WHELANS MANUFACTURE OVER  
4,000 DIFFERENT DESIGNS

WHELANS 52 HIGH STREET, BLUETOWN ME12 1RW 
NEXT TO SHEERNESS DOCKS

01795 663879
www.whelansgardenornaments.com

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
9am-5pm

� PALMS FROM £5 � COMPOST 3 FOR £10 
� SPRING & SUMMER BEDDING PLANTS NOW AVAILABLE
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A 
TEARFUL head teacher of a 
primary school blamed a “target-
driven” culture for his decision to 
resign live on national radio.

Nigel Utton, 51, who has been 
head of Bromstone Primary in Broadstairs for 
nearly six year, broke down as he was  
interviewed on BBC Radio Five Live this week.

Speaking to KoS after the event, he said he  
decided to quit in response to what he described 
as “an obsession with testing children, and the 
low regard teachers are held in”.

He compared Ofsted’s inspection regime with 
using a “sledge hammer to crack a nut”, and 
talked about the immense pressure and fear 
that inspections pile onto schools.

The Ofsted inspections have become a thorn 
in the side of schools, with regular checks grad-
ing on various aspects which can then dictate a 
school’s future success or otherwise. 

Teachers complain the brief inspections of 
classes can effectively rate them and their  
methods a success or failure in a matter of  
minutes.

But Mr Utton says his frustrations came to a 
head with the universal system that does not 
take into account the proportion of children 
with special educational needs (SEN). 

Bromstone Primary takes on all students 
regardless of ability.

But if a student struggles with education for 
whatever reason fails to reach certain stand-
ards, it can give the impression to parents who 
increasingly make judgements on the back of 
Ofsted’s findings, that the school is under  
performing.

Explains Mr Utton, who is going to become an 
education consultant: “It’s what’s happening in 
schools up and down the country.

“The only way that these schools will get  
‘outstanding’ or ‘good’ ratings is to get rid of the 
children with special needs.

“We have taken in around 100 children in 
two years, which is about 10 times more than 
the average.”

John Walder is the division secretary for Kent 
at the National Union of Teachers (NUT).

He agrees the emphasis on particular stand-
ards can be unrealistic, and lead to pressure on 
teachers, but also increase in-school bullying of 
staff whose performance is not seen as up to 
standard.

He explained: “An idea that has been intro-
duced by Michael Gove is that all teachers at all 
times have to be outstanding. 

“Teachers are, of course, human, which 
means that sometimes they have off-days, or de-
pression, or days where they can’t get it all to-
gether, like anyone else.”

Mr Utton added: “Ofsted is about slapping 
schools and teachers down”

He went on to say: “Our system is not produc-
ing individuals with a sense of self-esteem. We 
need to gear up the education system to support 
every individual in the class; every child is an 
individual.  We need to refocus what we value in 
education, looking at each child and helping 
them become the best person they can be.”   

He says since he decided to quit, he has been 
flooded with supportive messages.

He added: “I am not alone; there are literally 
thousands of teachers who feel the way I do.”

Ofsted scrutiny is ‘too much’ as 
head quits live on national radio
Frustrated by a ‘target-driven’ culture, Broadstairs 
primary head Nigel Utton says he’s had enough of 
pupil testing and school inspections; here he tells 
Maria Chiorando why... 

Start your new relaxing lifestyle 
with Four Seasons  

in this beautiful haven in  
the Garden of England. 

We work with the  
manufacturers to ensure  

you get the perfect home, 
whatever the size and style.

Call today on 01732 807 648
Four Seasons Holiday Park, Labour in Vain Road, Wrotham, Kent TN15 7PA

5* 
L U X U R Y 

HOLIDAY  

PARK

NOW OPEN 
12 MONTHS 

A YEAR HOLIDAY HOMES FROM £145,000

PICTURESQUE LOCATION IN THE HEART OF KENT

Every child is an  
individual.  We need to 
refocus what we value in 
education looking at each 
child and helping them to 
become the best person 
they can be 

“

Nigel Utton,
Kent primary school headmaster

“



FRUSTRATION: Constant pressure is taking its toll on county’s teachers

THE shocking killing of a school teacher in Leeds 
this week once again cast the spotlight on violence in 
our schools.

Spanish teacher Ann Maguire, 61, was attacked in 
a classroom.

A 15-year-old boy has been charged with murder.
But anxious parents in Kent can take some comfort 

from the county’s safety record:

■  Nationwide, of the police forces submitting 
figures, since 2011, 981 pupils have had weapons 
taken off them, including knives, razor blades, metal 
chains and knuckle dusters.  
■  Of these, 329 were charged with a criminal 

offence.  
■  The youngest was just eight – one of 80 armed 

primary school children.
■  In Kent, the total number of weapons found is

just 11.

The NUT’s Kent spokesman, John Walder, said:  

“My heart goes out to the family.  It is a terrible 
tragedy. There was nothing the school could have 
done differently. But fortunately, it is very rare.”

It was the first violent teacher death on school 
grounds since 1995, when headmaster Philip 
Lawrence was stabbed by gang members outside a 
Maida Vale school in north London.

“I taught in Kent for 40 years,” said Mr Walder. “I 
never came across anyone with a weapon. It’s just 
not a problem I ever had in Kent.”  

A Kent Police statement said: “Between 2011 and 
2013, there were a total of 11 pupils found with a 
dangerous weapon or implement at primary and 
secondary schools in the county. 

“Kent Police enjoys excellent working relationships 
with the 450 primary schools and 100 secondary 
schools in the county through its school liaison 
officers and partner agencies, and through a 
combination of education and enforcement, and as 
these figures show, incidents involving weapons 
among the 200,000 school pupils are very rare.”

WEAPONS IN KENT’S SCHOOLS?
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MASSIVE SUPPLIERS CLEARANCE - 
STOCK AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

ALL STOCK MUST GO………

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR ALL OUR STOCK CLEARANCE ITEMS
All clearance stock at our Dockside Shop.

• ALL HERITAGE CHROME 
ACCESSORIES £10 EACH 
including toilet roll holders, towel rails, 

shelves, grab rails etc etc 

• ALL VANITY AND 
CLOAKROOM BASINS  

£15 EACH 

• ALL VESSEL AND SLAB 
BASINS £40 EACH 

• SHOWER SLIDE RAIL KITS £20 
• SHOWER TRAYS £15  

• SHOWER VALVE AND KITS 
£45 

• BATHS £40 

• TAPS  
• Heritage bath shower mixers £50  

• Bath fillers £45  

• Mono basin and bidet taps £35  

• Bath taps £35 per pair   

• Basin taps £25 per pair

4 Third Avenue, Chatham, Kent ME5 0AD | T: 01634 813813 
Chatham Branch Opening Hours: 08:30 – 17:00 Monday – Friday | 09:00- 17:00 Saturday | Sunday – Sorry Closed

Outlet Branch at Dockside Outlet, Chatham ME4 3ED | T:  01634 891524 | E: sales@morrisandturner.co.uk 

www.morrisandturner.co.uk
Opening Hours: 10:00 – 18:00 Monday – Wednesday | 10:00 – 19:00 Thursday – Friday 10:00- 18:00 Saturday | 11:00 – 17:00 Sunday

Visit our showrooms or enquire TODAY!
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got W Somerset Maugham, one of 
the 20th century’s most popular 
writers, who grew up in the town, 
while there are something like 65 
book clubs.”

Think on that figure for a 
moment – a small town like 
Whitstable has in the region of 65 
book clubs. It’s worth repeating 
because it’s an extraordinary 
amount. How so?

“Some are official and linked to 
local libraries, whereas others are 
mums meeting up and having a 
glass of wine and talking books.

“It’s a literary place but not in a 
highbrow way – it’s accessible to 
everyone.”   

That accessibility is a theme 
Falconer stresses several times 
when talking about WhitLit – 
there’s a real sense that she doesn’t 

want this to be seen as some kind 
of pretentious luvvie-fest.

It is being billed as a celebration 
of “the town’s unique heritage and 

personality under the theme of 
independent spirit, bringing 
together inventive authors, 
innovative stories and original 
voices”. 

 “The festival is quite individual 
and reflects Whitstable,” said 
Falconer. “There are some 
well-known people speaking here 
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There are some 
well-known people 
speaking here as well 
as a good number of 
local authors 

It has established links to Somerset 
Maugham, but it’s Whitstable’s 
literary present that WhitLit 
organiser Victoria Falconer wants to 
build upon, she tells David Mairs

New literary festival aims 
to book place in calendar 

WHERE IT’S AT: Whitstable’s literary festival will be running from Thursday to Sunday, May 8-11, and is centred on The Horsebridge arts centre

O
F all the Kent towns 
likely to host a literary 
festival, you would 
probably put 
Whitstable close to the 

top. Such has been the town’s rise 
to prominence as one of the seaside 
resorts of choice for London’s swish 
middle classes that its lack of such 
an event over the years is perhaps 
surprising. This is, after all, the age 
of the festival.

And now, thanks to the 
determination of a group of locals, 
and one woman in particular, that 
little anomaly has been corrected, 
for this month heralds the arrival 
of WhitLit, a festival celebrating 
the town’s literary past and, every 
bit as importantly, its present.

Victoria Falconer, 39, is festival 
director and set up WhitLit as a 
not-for-profit community-interest 
company. Her professional 
background lies in events and 
marketing, and after time working 
in London she is returning to the 
town in which she grew up. 

“I think there had been talk of a 
literary festival here for a while, 
but no one had got round to doing 
it,” she said.

“Whitstable is such a natural 
setting for an event like this – it’s 

as well as a good number of local 
authors – I’m quite pleased with 
the programme.

“Subjects range from 
Hillsborough to historic military 
fiction – there’s a male-orientated 
side to the festival as well as female.”

That last point is interesting – 
does she see literary festivals as 
essentially women-orientated? 

“I want blokes to come as well. I 
think females are more up for 
festivals, but I don’t want it to just 
be a women’s festival.” 

Some of the more established 
speakers include actor and author 
John Gordon Sinclair (Gregory’s 
Girl) talking about his new 
crime-thriller Blood Whispers, 
Fleet Street journalist Lynn Barber 
discussing her memoir A Curious 
Career, psychologist and 60s model 
and muse Jenny Boyd talking 
about her book It’s Not Only 
Rock’n’Roll, which focuses on the 
music-making process, and former  
Children’s Laureate – and 
Canterbury’s own – Anthony 
Browne, who will entertain 
parents and children alike with his 
Shape Game.
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Designer

At

19-25 Blenheim Close, Pysons Road Industrial 
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Telephone: 01227 766655

www.umbermaster.co.uk
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Creating beautiful kitchens, 
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RANGE OF TALENTS: From left, event organiser Victoria Falconer, Fleet Street journalist Lynn Barber, former Children’s Laureate Anthony Browne and actor-turned-author John Gordon Sinclair

« Continued from page 31
Whitstable itself will not go 
unrepresented, of course, with writer 
and performer Ben Moor returning 
to his home town to perform in his 
new Edinburgh Fringe show Each Of 
Us.

Talking of Whitstable’s own, 
Falconer is not shy about 
highlighting that Somerset 
Maugham connection. 

“He was the biggest-selling writer 
of his day. He was orphaned at 11 
and sent to Whitstable to live with an 
uncle, who was a minister, and aunt 
who didn’t have kids and didn’t know 
how to relate to kids.

“He wrote about the town, so 
Whitstable survives in some of his 
most famous books as Buxtable – it 
wasn’t very well disguised. He went 
to King’s School at Canterbury, so 
he’s still in Kent in some way.

“We try to shine a light on him. He 
has become a rather unfashionable 
name in recent years, but through a 
series of events we’ll be addressing 
some of the controversies linked to 
him, particularly the one that he 
hated Whitstable!

“We want as many people as 
possible to pick up and read his books 
– they’re still relevant and still 
entertaining today, just as much as 
they were when he wrote them.”

Indeed so much is WhitLit 
celebrating the legacy of Somerset 
Maugham that it has teamed up with 
publisher Vintage Random House to 
distribute 200 free copies of his short 
novel Cakes And Ale, which is set in 
Whitstable, for individual readers 
and book groups alike to read. 

Whitstable’s Val Hennessy, the 
former chief literary critic at the 
Daily Mail, will be chairing a 
light-hearted debated on the book 
during the festival. 

There will also be a performance 
of the one-man play Mr Maugham At 
Home, starring Tony Smee, who has 
appeared in, for example, The 
English Patient and Return 

Of The Jedi.
All good, then. An idea that is 

coming to fruition, but such projects 
require money.  

“All the people are speaking for 
free,” said Falconer. “We have had 
some funding from county 
councillors and Canterbury City 
Council, as well as some sponsorship 
from local businesses.

“It’s not a great amount, but we’re 
all doing it for free. The [Whitstable] 
oyster festival gets about £30,000 
and we get about £3,000 – the idea is 
that we can get more commercial 
involvement as time goes on.” 

As for that future, Falconer is 
optimistic but flexible.      

“Perhaps it will be every year, 
perhaps every second year. Who 
knows?”

More pertinently, perhaps, what 
are the hopes for 2014?

“A thousand people – I think that 
would be really good for a first year.”
■ WhitLit runs from Thursday to 
Sunday, May 8-11, and is centred on 
The Horsebridge arts centre, with 
additional events at Whitstable 
Library, the Umbrella Centre, 
Whitstable Playhouse and All Saints 
Church hall. 

Tickets are available from the 
Horsebridge on 01227 281174, 
while programme details are at 
www.whitlit.co.uk. 

Celebrate in Style
Coming soon, our new Champagne Lounge Bar 

Whatever your event we can cater for you in our newly refurbished function room,  
Call to enquire about our package prices.

Red Lion
 Circa 1364

Crockham Lane, Hernhill, Kent, ME13 9JR
 01227 751207

www.theredlion.org

It pays to
advertise
Call 01303 817150
www.kentnews.co.uk

ANGEL FLEAMARKET
Angel Centre, Tonbridge TN9 1SF
8am-1pm EVERY FRIDAY • FREE ADMISSION
Lots of vintage and retro bargains
01732 456196 • 07798876857
email: sue.carmichael@btinternet.com

PLUMBERS
Direct

� Free Estimate Service
� 24 Hour Call Out

� Skilled Plumber on Call 

Direct Line to Engineer 

07745253292

Plumbing (City & Guilds Qualified) ~ Bathrooms
Washing Machines Installed ~ Radiators Moved 
Landlords / Property Maintenance ~ Guttering

Painting/Decorating ~ Flat Pack Assembly
Garden Maintenance ~ Hedge Trimming

Laminate Flooring ~ General Repairs ~ Odd Jobs
No job to small ~ References Available

Fully Insured ~ All areas of Kent covered

Call Clive: 07765 663322

The Local
Handyman
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USSELL Kane will be 
topping Sunday’s comedy 
bill at this year’s Hop Farm 
Festival.

With the final line-up 
now revealed, and Grace Jones already 
named as the “UK festival exclusive 
Sunday headliner”, the new group 
behind the Hop Farm event is confident 
that is has a package to attract a 
healthy attendance.  

Nerina Pallot and Noisettes complete 
the music line-up. 

Kane is host of BBC Three’s Live at the 
Electric and will be joining fellow 
comedy headliners Jo Brand and Rich 
Hall on Sunday evening. 

His already-glittering career includes 
winning the best newcomer and top 
comedy award at the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe. 

He is now a familiar face on TV, 
hosting several shows on BBC Three, 
while his stand-up show is regarded as 
one of the strongest on the circuit.

The festival’s Neil Butkeraitis said: 
“This is our first year in charge of the 
Hop Farm Music Festival and, having 
started with a clean slate, we couldn’t 
be happier with our inaugural line-up. 

“We’ve got three bona fide legends 
headlining and fantastic music both 
familiar and new all weekend, plus 
killer comedy and brilliant activities 
right across the farm. 

“So, I think it’s safe to say, for 

all-round entertainment, this year’s 
festival is breaking new ground for the 
Hop Farm.”

Completing the 2014 music line-up 
are Ivor Novello and BRIT-nominated 
Nerina Pallot, whose Everybody’s Gone 
To War single brought her to the 
attention of the masses and who is 
releasing an EP a month throughout 
2014, and indie-rock duo Noisettes, one 
of rock’n’roll’s most unconventional 
and imaginative bands.

The acts join performers including 
headline sets from former Kinks 
frontman Ray Davies and his band and 
a further “UK festival exclusive” 
performance from Brian Wilson, 
co-founder of the Beach Boys. 

Live music will be spread across two 
stages from Echo & the Bunnymen, 
James Blunt, Deacon Blue, Dr John, 
Squeeze, Bellowhead, Nick Lowe, 
Maximo Park, Peter Hook & The Light, 
Curtis Stigers and Courtney Pine 
among many others.

As well as music and comedy, there 
will be plenty to keep the family 
entertained throughout the day. 

Joining the carnival throng are The 
Flying Seagull Project, a crazy team of 
clowns and entertainers with energetic 
street-style performances. 
■  The festival runs from Friday to 
Sunday, July 4-6. For the full line-up 
and ticket information, visit  www.
thehopfarmmusicfestival.com. 

Russell Kane tops comedy 
bill at new-look hop festival

TOP DRAWER: Russell Kane stars

THE Winter Gardens in Margate is 
hosting 10cc this autumn.

Being billed as “among the most 
inventive and influential bands in 
the history of popular music”, 10cc 
have achieved commercial, critical 
and creative success in equal 
measure, with their live incarnation 
still able to sell out big venues.

Testament to their appeal, the 
band can count an array of fellow 
artists – from Robert Plant, Chrissie 
Hynde and Axl Rose to The Feeling’s 
Dan Gillespie and Sophie Ellis Bextor 
– among their millions of fans. 

With 11 Top 10 hits, including 
three No 1s – Rubber Bullets, I’m Not 
In Love and Dreadlock Holiday – the 
band has sold 15 million albums in 
the UK alone.

Founding member Graham 
Gouldman, who leads the current 

line-up, puts 10cc’s longevity down 
to the quality and individuality of 
the songs.  

“They don’t seem to date,” he said. 
“They are original – we never 
followed any trend and we simply 
wrote for our own pleasure. 

“The fact that the songs are being 
played as often on the radio today as 
they ever were shows how true that 
is.

“The current band is as near as 
you’re ever going to get to hearing 
the perfect 10cc. Hit after hit after 
hit. It’s relentless – we show no 
mercy.”

The band play The Winter Gardens 
on Friday, November 7. Tickets, 
priced at £27.50 and £29.50, are 
available by phoning the box office 
on 01843 292795 or visiting www.
margatewintergardens.co.uk.

Music legends 10cc set to 
play hit after hit in Margate 

Camden Lock Market & Little Venice
10th May 2014
Adult £24.00

 Blossom Tour & Teapot 
Island with Cream Tea
19th May 2014   Adult 

£33.00

Polesden Lacey
18th May 2014
Adult £37.00

For more information call 01795 423982
or visit www.chalkwell.co.uk
Quote ‘ARC 86’ when you book.

Chalkwell
DayBreaks by Coach

Wisley Gardens in Spring
8th May 2014
Adult £36.00
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F
USE Medway Festival has 
announced what it is says 
is “a very special line-up of 
events” for this year.  

In a celebration of all 
things creative, the programme for 
the free outdoor arts festival will fill 
the streets and public spaces of 
Chatham, Rochester and Gillingham 
from Friday to Sunday, June 13-15, 
with some of the best in international 
and UK outdoor arts.

This year’s line-up includes 
world-class break-dancing 
combined with Lindy Hop, Charles-
ton and swinging big-band music of 
the Roaring Twenties from Bad Taste 
Company.

There will be Les Enfants Terribles’ 
Imaginary Menagerie, a huge exotic 
caravan complete with Vaudeville 
acts, musicians and puppeteers, 
along with circus acts from Belgium 
and a magical dance-theatre mini 
gig for the under-fives, inspired by 
the absurd children’s poetry of 
Russian Daniil Kharms.

There will also be a market stall 

with a difference where high-octane 
parkour, dance and circus skills 
encourage children to eat their fruit 
and parents to run off with the circus…

You can see The Smallest Theatre 
In The World mounted on 
a motorbike sidecar, or 

the eccentric Smallest 
Hotel In The World, 

or roll back the 
years to the 1970s 

and indulge in 
nostalgia as 

you play 

the Crimplene Millionaire board 
game. 

Saturday night’s piece of outdoor 
storytelling, As the World Tipped, 
from Wired Aerial Theatre, will be a 
night to remember with its dramatic 
film and visuals and breathtaking 
aerial performance in the night sky.

Three performances have been 
created by local artists for the festival.  

In One Day Works, Nicole Mollett 
will bring together performers, 
film-makers, print-makers and artists 
who will celebrate Medway in their 
own ways, using the silver converted 
1950s Airstream caravan that is the 
Kent Cultural Baton as a base.  

Knuckle and Joint Theatre 
Company will create a walkabout 
street-theatre spectacle through 
Save The Lyma Birds!, using 
intricate puppets.

Finally, Squarecube Artisans’ 
Comic Cuts led by local artist Richard 
Jeferies will create comic-book 
silhouettes to bring a new dimension 
to public spaces around Medway. 

Fuse is marking the anniversary  

of the First World War with the 
family-friendly show Home Fires 
telling the untold stories of Medway 
created specially for the festival by the 
Central School of Speech and Drama. 

Fuse artistic director Megan 
Donnolley said of this year’s 
highlights: “This is just a taster of 
what’s going to be a really exciting 
line-up that can’t fail to delight – and 
it’s all for free.  

“Saturday night’s big spectacular 
will be an incredible piece of aerial 
mastery – I’ll say no more.”

Medway Council’s Howard Doe 
said: “Fuse is a great free arts  
festival for all the family and our 

line-up has spectacular events that 
will be enjoyed by all. It’s an 
opportunity to experience something 
new and is a real highlight in our 
extensive calendar of festivals.”

Fuse 2014 starts with a week of 
community activity called Lighting 
The Fuse, followed by an opening 
night and parade on Friday, June 13; 
Street Arts Day on the Saturday; and 
the Big Picnic on Sunday. 

It is supported by the Arts Council’s 
Grants For The Arts scheme and 
Medway Council. 
■ For more information about the 
Fuse Medway Festival, visit www.
fusefestival.org.uk.

Weird and wonderful 
provide artistic spark 
at free outdoor festival

STREETWISE: Aerial mastery combined with numerous world-class acts 
will hit the streets for the annual Fuse Medway Festival which begins in June

Bank Holiday fun at the Captain Digby
Located on the cliff top overlooking Kingsgate Bay, is the Captain Digby 

restaurant and pub. Our award winning restaurant is perfect for couples 

and families alike and is one of Thanet’s most popular places to dine all 

year round.

Choose from our delicious menu 
and our varied choice of wines

Loads of activities to keep the kids happy including our indoor 

and outdoor play area and face painting on the weekend. 

Additional fun with loads of extras to do during the school 

breaks which will keep the kids occupied.

Book your table on line now to avoid disappointment.

tHORLEY TAVERNS

The Captain Digby Kingsgate 
Broadstairs, CT10 3QH 

Tel: 01843 867764 
www.captaindigby.co.uk

Bloomers Restaurant
Cosy, intimate, candlelit, romantic
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BBC
TV

BOOK NOW

01474 322131
15-16 The Overcliffe, Gravesend DA11 0EF

www.overcliffehotelkent.co.uk
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on so many different levels – it’s 
amazing, really. I didn’t set out to 
do any of this, I was just doing 
what I did and I’m constantly 
humbled and overwhelmed by how 
much people have seemed to have 

taken to it.”
While life is looking rosier for 

Monroe, who is an active  
campaigner for Oxfam and Child 
Poverty Action Group, at her 
lowest point she “deliberately 
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drink articles pick up  
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My cooking hasn’t 
changed. I still cook 
and eat the same way I 
did, but there’s less 
anxiety now 

Being on a budget doesn’t mean you 
have to scrimp on taste and nutrition, 
as food-blogging phenomenon Jack 
Monroe explains to Keeley Bolger

O
NLY a few years ago, 
Jack Monroe had a 
budget of just £10 a 
week to feed herself 
and her baby son.

But when her blog, A Girl Called 
Jack, which detailed the thrifty 
meals she cooked, gained in 
popularity, Monroe went from 
being a broke single parent to being 
dubbed the ‘poster girl for austerity’ 
by newspapers across the world.

Such is the success of her writing 
that the blog – which she started as 
a response to a local politician’s 
spiteful comment about single 
parents – has now been turned into 
a cook book, also called A Girl 
Called Jack, and Monroe is fronting 
a new Sainsbury’s advertising 
campaign. Clearly, it’s all quite a 
lot for the 26-year-old to take in.

“I get a lot of messages from 
people saying the blog is really 
inspirational and has changed the 
way they shop, or they’re cooking 
different things or learning to 
cook,” said the mother-of-one, who 
often bakes with her three-year-old 
son and her partner’s three-year-
old daughter.

“[The blog] reaches out to people 

isolated” herself because “I didn’t 
want to admit to people how bad 
things were”. If her success has 
proved anything, she says, it’s that 
people are naturally supportive 
and kind.

“I haven’t done this all by 
myself,” she said. “I’ve done this 
with a lot of help, love and support 
along the way, and one of the 
things that has really hit home in 
the last year is that people are 
inherently kind and good, and I’ve 
seen the best side of human nature.”

Now in a better position, with 
her first book well received, it 
would be easy, you’d think, for 
Monroe to splash out on her weekly 
shops. But she’s eager to maintain 
her thrifty habits and confidently 
rattles off the prices of store 
cupboard essentials, quickly 

pointing out a price increase for 
tinned tomatoes.

“My cooking hasn’t changed,” 
she said. “I still cook and eat the 
same way I did, but there’s less 
anxiety now. I know I’ll open the 
fridge and there’s food in there. I’ve 
not abandoned my principles – I 
still cook using basic food – I use 
leftovers and I cook seasonally.

“The only thing that has really 
changed is that I’ve started to 
think about ethical eating. I’m very 
lucky that the tea, chocolate, sugar 
and bananas at the supermarket I 
shop at are all Fairtrade and that’s 
right down to the basic range.”

However, she’s acutely aware of 
the pressures people living on the 
breadline are under.

“I now buy free-range eggs and 
meat, but when I was living on £10 
a week I knew it was not possible 
– and that’s fine,” she said. 

“I’d never dream of telling  
people what to do – I just make the 
suggestions and say this is what I 
do.”
■ A Girl Called Jack, by Jack 
Monroe, is published by Michael 
Joseph, priced £12.99. It is 
available now.

Jack’s thrifty food blog 
turned into recipe book   

COOKING ON A BUDGET: ‘Poster girl for austerity’ Jack Monroe now has a recipe book out, which features in it the recipe for Love Soup (above) 
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Cinnamon Spice  
Location: Margate

By David Mairs

T
HINGS are happening in 
Margate. Not to the extent 
that the über-hype from 
various quarters might 
have you believe, or indeed 

across the whole of the seaside town, 
but they are happening.

The focus of the new life is, of 
course, the harbour area, with 
Turner Contemporary, the arts 
centre upon which so much 
theoretically hangs, being the 
big-name driver of the rejuvenation 
of this once-fantastic place.

With effort, imagination, talent 
and a chunk of luck, it can be a 
fantastic place again.

Life now is of course very different 
to the Margate heyday of the 1950s 
and 60s, and one of the greatest 
changes in our social and leisure 
lives is the way in which food has 
become so important to us all.

So Margate needs good restaurants, 
and, to begin with at least, it needs 
them in that crucial harbour area, 
where so many visitors form their 
lasting impressions of the town.

Among those good restaurants, 
there simply has to be an Indian. 

And, happily we have it in the form 
of Cinnamon Spice, just a stone’s 
throw from Turner Contemporary. 

Its position alone is a bold 
statement. If you’re putting 
yourselves on the front line, you need 
to step up to the plate, as it were.

The confidence is heightened by 
the menu, which is extensive… you 
can choose from 19 starters alone. 

There is a school of thought that 
says you should limit your menu to 
the bare minimum, specialising in 
just a handful of dishes. The other 
side of the coin is that if you’re good 
at what you do, then you are almost 
obliged to spread your talents further.

Such confidence is well founded at 
Cinnamon Spice, whose owner 
Luthfur Rahman has established his 
reputation across Thanet with some 
of the isle’s finest Indian restaurants. 
The Simla Brasserie in Cliftonville, 
Tamarind in Broadstairs, Saffron in 
Ramsgate and Minster Tandoori are 
all under the Rahman umbrella.

I can only say that our experience 
at Cinnamon Spice was a delight 
from start to finish. The layout is 
superb – contemporary but not 

achingly modern – while the service 
was perfect and the food glorious.

I had poricha yera (“large raw 
prawns tossed in a blend of spices 
then deep-fried to a crunchy 
coating”) to start and followed up 
with manghso gughni (“steaks of  
lamb leg cooked with a selection of 
ground spices and chickpeas”). I 
experienced an explosion of flavour 
that equated to pure and deep joy.

My friend started with deep-fried 
tomato stuffed with spiced cheese 
and spinach and had chicken bhoona 
as his main. You see, the old 
favourites are in there, too. 

Shortly before we left, a group 
arrived with some familiar faces 
among them. They were actors in 
town for the shooting of the film 
Gaslighting, the brilliant Stephen 
Graham (if you haven’t seen Made in 
Britain, then do so) and his wife 
Hannah Walters the most 
recognisable.

Good news, as ever, travels fast.
■ Cinnamon Spice
14 The Parade, Margate CT9 1EY
(phone 01843 227491, website  
cinnamonspicemargate.co.uk)

Indian steps up to the seafront plate  

REEL TO MEAL: Hannah Walters, Stephen Graham, third and second right, and all 

RUGS 
FROM 

ONLY £29

 LANDLORD 
SPECIAL 

TURBO CARPET 
14 COLOUR CHOICES 
ONLY £14.95 SQ MT 

INCLUDING UNDERLAY 
AND FITTING

WITEX 
LAMININATE 
FLOORING 

FROM 
ONLY £14.99 

SQ MT

UP TO 75% OFF RUGS PLUS 
FABULOUS FLOORING OFFERS

Special Savings on Stock Earthwerk LVT 

The Rug House Canterbury
Within Nasons, Maynard Road, Wincheap Estate

Canterbury  CT1 3RQ
Tel: 01227 450 802           www.therughouseuk.com
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Please include your name and 
address, although these will        
be withheld in exceptional 
circumstances, and a daytime 
phone number for verification 
(this will not be published). We 
reserve the right to edit all letters.

Send us your views. 
Write to: 
KoS, Apple Barn, Hythe Rd, 
Smeeth, Ashford, TN25 6SS.
Email:
editorial@kosmedia.co.uk

Twitter:
@kosmedia

your say…

Anger at Ashford’s 
arrogant avarice
IT’S absolutely sickening, the greed 
shown by Ashford Borough Council 
that will blight local people’s lives for 
extra rateable income, by allowing 
even more house-building in an 
overpopulated area (Chilmington 
Green, KoS, last week).

There are thousands of houses for 
sale in Kent that are not moving 
because of mortgage difficulties, not 
lack of properties.

Thousands more rented properties 
would be released for sale if  
mortgages were cheaper. 

Now they are making them even 
more difficult to get by interrogating 
the applicants as to their spending 
habits. We are not a totalitarian 
state, like Russia, so how can they 
victimise our population like this?

Bordering Chilmington Green is a 
high-density housing estate already, 
at Kingsnorth, with absolutely no 
chance of extra facilities. 

No extra doctors’ surgeries will 
appear because we do not have 
enough GPs leaving medical school. 

No building of junior schools 
because Ashford had a chance at 
Kingsnorth but refused to spend the 
money. 

No chance of a new hospital, even 
though the William Harvey’s public 
wards are so overcrowded it is like 
Waterloo station in the rush hour 
during the day.

So all 6,000 houses will do for the 
people of Ashford borough is cause 
mayhem and oversubscribed public 
services. Do they really want this 
imposed on them by an indifferent 
council?

John Atkins, Greatstone

Chilmington: The 
facts were wrong
HAVING read your article in the 
Kent on Sunday on Chilmington 
Green, I felt I should respond to 
correct some facts contained within.

There is not, and never has been, 
an overwhelming majority against 
the development, as you have said, 
but only from a minority of people 
who decided that the change of 
government in 2010 would allow the 
Prescott building programme to be 
changed through localism – this has 
not been the case.

 Furthermore, out of the 8,000- 
signature petition, only half of these 
were from within the borough of 
Ashford. Just over 4,000 from a 
population of over 100,000 is hardly 
a majority.

Secondly, the referendum that was 
referred to was not distributed to the 

whole parish. Many areas were 
missed – and, yes, 87 per cent of 
those who voted did vote against the 
development – but only just over 16 
per cent returned their papers.

I will leave it to you to work out the 
figures – in a parish of just over 
6,000 voters a 16 per cent return is 
still very small, not a huge majority.

Finally, you quite rightly said that 
the anti-campaigners had been on 
the trail for some four years, but the 
topic of Chilmington development 
has been under discussion for over 
10 years and this is mainly why they 
have had little effect – as it was too 
little much too late.

I hope the above clears up some 
points contained within your article. 
I do hope for a more balanced report 
next time.

Ian McClintock, via email

Disgust at party’s 
‘toxic rhetoric’
I AM absolutely appalled at the 
disgusting posters being used by 
a certain so-called political party
to spread their toxic rhetoric 
and promote fear and anger 

  across the Medway towns.
I won’t name them as that, in my 

mind, gives them a credibility they 
don’t deserve, but I will challenge 
their outrageous claims with some 
myth-busting facts:

1. Immigration doesn’t damage 
the UK; in fact immigrants make up 
just 10 per cent of our population. 
And here is a surprising statistic 
– immigrants contribute 37 per cent 
more to public finances than the cost 
of the services they use (from a 
University of London study).

2. The EU grants direct funding for 
local projects in the UK, something 
that our own Medway Council has 
benefited from in recent years with 
funding support for its work 
schemes, IMPRESS (in-work support 
for the unemployed) and GAPS 
(Graduate and Apprenticeships 
Training scheme) as well as various 
projects with other EU countries.

3. The EU isn’t just a bunch of 
bureaucrats, in fact there is about 
one person for every 15,000 
residents of the EU, significantly less 
than the British civil service.

4. Stories suggesting that British 
number plates could be axed are 
utterly untrue. There is no proposal 

or amendment on the table that 
would create a standard design for 
all car number plates in the EU. 

Nobody has any intention of 
making such a proposal. The talks 
have been on making it easier to 
transfer vehicles within the EU. 

This can be a bureaucratic 
nightmare as rules for registering 
cars are often different in each 
member state. So simplified rules 
might, for example, make life easier 
for the one million UK citizens living 
in Spain who might want to export a 
British car there either permanently 
or for a large part of the year.

5. For the avoidance of doubt, just 
as most of the hundreds of thousands 
of UK pensioners in Spain receive UK 
pensions, if EU nationals have spent 
their working lives in other EU 
countries, those are the ones – and 
not the UK – that pay their pensions.

This is just a snippet of the reality 
of our EU membership, and I haven’t 
even touched on the fact that, as part 
of the EU, the UK can opt out of some 
aspects and negotiate on others.

We can also help to improve the 
welfare of residents from new EU 
states as they adopt some of the best 
employment and health and safety 
laws in the world, and we have had 
the longest period of peace in Europe 
for 2,000 years, surely something to 
treasure more than money?

The poster campaign is being 
bankrolled by a very rich man who 
hates the EU, but perhaps we need to 
ask him if he supports any other of 
that party’s policies, or is using it as a 
vehicle for his own personal crusade?

My last word (for the moment) is 
that the Green Party, while being 
committed to a united Europe, 
believes in a reformed EU, democratic 
and free from corporate control. But 
just like in your home town we need 
to be part of the community to make 
it a better place and create change 
– you can’t do that if you isolate 
yourself from your neighbours.

Trish Marchant, 
Medway Green Party, Gillingham

Ukip speaks for 
the free-thinkers
WHEN will politicians and media 
inquisitors realise that when they 
insult Ukip they are also insulting 
the thousands of free-thinking 
British people who support them? 

It might be wise for them to engage 
brain before slipping into mouth. The 
public are not the morons that the 
main parties, and their media 
toadies, judge them to be. 

Therefore, every time Ukip is 
attacked, their attacker only 
succeeds in attacking himself.

J Moore, Tunbridge Wells

LETTER OF THE WEEK

HAVING just returned from 
Ukraine, I was struck by the 
strange world we live in, that 
while Ukip wants us to leave the 
EU, young people in Kiev are 
desperate to join it.

They are incredibly keen to 
embrace democratic values 
and fight corruption in 
their country, and welcome 
human rights practised in 

the West with open arms.
Europe and the US have already 

done much to help the people of 
Ukraine in this time of need, but 
both need to ensure that peace 
prevails, and the country does not 
slide into another deadly  
separatist civil war like that seen 
in Yugoslavia 20 years ago.  

Dr Alan Bullion, 
Tunbridge Wells

EU and US must help 
Ukraine find peace

AS part of our commitment to providing the best 
service to you, we have produced our 10 guiding 
principles which tie in with our parent company 
Archant’s overall mission statement.

Archant’s mission statement is: “We bring 
together motivated buyers and sellers through the 
creation of unique and compelling content and 
community expertise.” This is summed up in the 
strapline ‘Inspiring Communities’.

The way KoS will create our unique and 
compelling content is to follow these 10 principles:
Kent on Sunday will:
1) Be available in every postcode in Kent. 
2) Be fair, accurate and balanced.
3) Be written in clear, concise English.
4) Not be overly sensational.
5) Have a sense of humour.
6) Have an easily understood division between 

news, comment and advertising.
7) Seek to celebrate as well as constructively 

criticise.
8) Highlight topical issues of concern to people 

living in the county.
9) Spotlight individual cases which raise 

broader concerns.
10) Champion causes that it feels are important 

to the well-being of the county and its people.

KOS 10 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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t Tulips in 
bloom 
by John Grand
from Wingham

If your picture is printed on  
this page you will receive an 
any-duration Dover-Calais 
return crossing for a car and 
up to five passengers, valid 
for a year, courtesy of…

To see your photograph printed, 
email editorial@kosmedia.
co.uk, or post it to Archant KOS 
Media, Images of Kent, Apple 
Barn, Hythe Road, Smeeth, 
Ashford TN25 6SS. Be sure to 
include your name, address and  
a contact telephone number. 
Unfortunately we cannot return 
any prints, and please do not send 
negatives. Note: all digital images 
must be no less than 200dpi.
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By Steve Loader
editorial@kosmedia.co.uk

» For more cars visit

Y
OU might hoot with 
laughter at a car-maker 
that created a trim level 
called ‘cult’.

In the case of the Fiat 
500, though, you ought to accept it. 
The 500 really is a cult vehicle, still 
selling strongly some six years after 
launch in the UK and including 
shrewd spin-offs like the Abarth hot 
hatch and classy 500C convertible.

It is the car that also founded a 
remarkable financial and technical 
comeback by the Italian car giant 
after anxious years as the motor 
industry’s ‘dead man walking’. 

Fiat underlined its renewed 
strength recently with the formal 
takeover of the Chrysler group – one 
of America’s once-mighty ‘Big Three’ 
car giants.

So, the new Cult spec for the 500 is 
no idle boast and spearheads a major 
revamp of the 500 range, where the 
other big news is a higher-output 
version of Fiat’s multi-award- 
winning TwinAir petrol engine.

This little 0.9-litre twin-cylinder 
unit, which can deliver low emis-
sions and economy or spirited 
performance – depending on driver 
input – has previously been available 
only with an 85bhp output plus 
five-speed gearbox.

But this version is now augmented 
by a version offering 105bhp and a 
six-speed change.

The extra oomph comes from a 
high-efficiency turbocharger and 
engine tweaks that combine to 
deliver 0-62mph in 10 seconds, 
while still allowing 67mpg on the 
official combined fuel economy 
cycle and road-tax-exempt 

CO2 emissions of just 99g/km.
To underline its Jekyll and Hyde 

potential, the seven-inch digital 
instrument display – also part of the 
range revamp – shows a turbo boost 
gauge when the car’s ‘Sport’ mode is 
selected, instead of the eco display for 
normal motoring. 

Returning to the new Cult flagship 
spec, this brings 16-inch alloys in a 
new design, a gloss-black roof panel 
(aft of the fixed glass sunroof), 
chrome or gloss-black door-mirror 
covers (depending on customer 
preference), chrome exterior 
detailing, a gloss-black surround for 
the tail-light clusters and rear 
parking sensors.

The cabin has also received a boost 
from new-style leather seats as 
standard and in three different 
combinations: black with ivory or 
red inserts, tobacco with ivory 
inserts, or red with ivory inserts. 

There is also no limit to the engine 
options with the Cult; it is available 
even with the 69bhp 1.2-litre petrol 
entry unit, though my  
recommendation would be to go for a 
TwinAir – especially now there are 
two power options. 

Short of the hooligan 135 and 
160bhp Abarth 500 hot-hatch 
variants, these are the most fun to 
drive and certainly better than the 
95bhp 1.3-litre diesel version that 
steals some of the 500’s inherent 
nimbleness.

You could argue, though, that 
the 500’s success has nothing to do 
with engine power and everything 
to do with cult – with a small ‘c’ 
– appeal.

No other small cars, apart from 
BMW’s similarly retro MINI, or 
Citroën’s eye-catching DS3, have 
such a strong image and are so much 
personalised by their owners, who 
often happily spend well over the 
purchase price – perhaps knowing 
that their little car’s resale value will 
be good, too.

A cabin that cleverly recalls the 
Nuova 500 of the 1950s/60s 
complements the 500’s retro 
exterior.

True, it’s not huge inside – rear 
legroom and boot space is modest 
– but it looks superb and makes a 
great car for the cut and thrust of 
urban traffic and for tight parking 
spaces.

Fiat 500
Price:  £10,000 expected
Driving appeal:  ����

Image:  �����

Space:  ���

Value:  �����

Running costs:  �����

How green?:  �����

Best rival:  VW Up

» Read more of Steve’s 
motoring reviews in…

Cult name and status for 500
New upmarket Cult spec is no laughing matter for the small car that revived 
Fiat and became the darling of the image-conscious, says Steve Loader

Other view…

the Petrolhead
The 500 has worked 
wonders for Fiat but, 
much as I like the Abarth 
versions’ power, I still 
think the 500 is a bit 
girlie
 
She says
Looks like Fiat has made 
a great little car even 
better and I think there 
will be lots of downsizers 
looking at the Cult 
version

the Eco-warrior
Cometh the hour, 
cometh the motor – the 
Fiat 500 shows you 

really can 
downsize and 
be eco without 
sacrificing style

Powered by

BELLA: Fiat’s 500 called on the past to give it some retro chic and as drivers look for smaller and more economical cars it has proved a huge success
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Monthly payment figures are based on Passport Personal Lease provided by Peugeot 
Financial Services. Peugeot 208 36 monthly rentals of £189, £1495 advance rental, 
final rental £5,212, Peugeot 107 36 monthly rentals of £133, £995 advance rental, 
final rental £3,521, Peugeot 308 36 monthly rentals of £189, £1,495 advance rental, 
final rental £5,424. All examples are based on maximum annual mileage of 6,000. 
Vehicle must be returned at end of lease period in good condition and to an agreed 
mileage or additional charges may apply. All published rentals include VAT at the 
current rate. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not represent actual 
specification. All offers are subject to availability and may be withdrawn without 
further notice at any time. All finance subject to status. Prices were correct at time 
of going to press. We are licensed credit brokers, written details are available on 
request. Finance is subject to status to over 18s only, guarantees and indemnities may 
be requires. Terms and conditions apply. Authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Services Authority. Free servicing is linked to Peugeot Financial Services agreement 
and is based on the next two services due according to manufacturer’s schedule*

2014 (14) 208 Active 1.2 VTi� 
� Delivery Mileage Only 
� Touch Screen Bluetooth/USB/DAB Radio 
� Alloy Wheels 
�  2 Years Free 

Servicing* 

£189 per month £133 per month

2013 (13) 308 Active Navigation HDi
� Full Colour Satellite Navigation
� Automatic headlights and wipers
� Parking sensors and Folding Mirrors 
� 2 Years Free  
Servicing*

£189 per month

2013 (63) 107 Allure 5dr
� Radio/CD/Bluetooth/USB
� LED Running Lights
� Air Conditioning 
� 2 Years Free Servicing*

PEUGEOT RCZ/CC
2005 (05) 206CC Allure 1.6 finished in Moonstone Blue with Black Leather interior. 
Low mileage. Climate control, radio CD, alloys  ......................................................... £3,650
2007 (07) 207CC Sport 1.6 Automatic finished in Onyx Black. Low mileage, full history, 
one owner. ........................................................................................................................DUE IN
� 2011 (11) 207CC Sport 1.6 Automatic finished in Aluminium Silver. Low mileage, one 
owner. Air conditioning, alloy wheels ..........................................................................DUE IN
2012 (12) RCZ GT 200bhp finished in Pearl White with black leather interior/Onyx 
Black alloy wheels. Front/rear parking, climate control, auto lights/wipers, Bluetooth/ 
USB  ...................................................................................................................................£17,995
PEUGEOT 107
2007 (56) 107 Urban 3dr finished in Antigua Blue. Low mileage, full history.  .... £3,850
2009 (58) 107 Verve 5dr finished in Mandalin Orange. Full history. Air conditioning, 
alloy wheels, radio/CD/MP3 .......................................................................................... £4,750
2009 (09) 107 Urban 2tronic 5dr finished in Electra Blue. Full history  ................ £5,250
2011 (11) 107 Urban 5dr finished in Laser Red. Full history. Remote Locking, radio CD/
MP3, Electric windows, ABS............................................................................................ £5,850
2012 (12) 107 Active 5dr finished in Carbon Grey. Just 4,200 miles, full history. Air 
conditioning, front fog lights ........................................................................................... £6,495
2012 (12) 107 Active 5dr finished in Laser Red. Full history. Air conditioning, front fog 
lights .................................................................................................................................... £6,495
2010 (60) 107 Urban 2Tronic 5dr finished in Laser Red. Just 6,150 miles. Full History. 
.............................................................................................................................................. £6,950
2013 (63) 107 Allure 5dr finished in Zircon. Bluetooth/USB, LED lights, tinted windows, 
air conditioning, alloys..................................................................................................... £7,750
PEUGEOT 206/207/208
2005 (05) 206 Zest 3 1.4 HDi finished in Moonstone. Air conditioning, radio CD 
.............................................................................................................................................. £2,495

2005 (54) 206SW S HDi 70 finished in Aegean Blue. Air conditioning, radio CD, ABS 
.............................................................................................................................................. £2,850
2011 (11) 207SW Allure HDi 92 finished in Inari Blue. Just 6,000 miles. Panoramic 
glass roof, parking sensors, folding mirrors................................................................. £9,495
2014 (14) 208 Active 1.0 VTi 5dr finished in Nera Black. Delivery mileage. Touch 
screen Bluetooth/USB/DAB Radio, air conditioning, alloys ...................................... £9,995 
2014 (14) 208 Active 1.2 VTI 3dr finished in Virtual Blue. Delivery mileage. Touch 
screen Bluetooth/USB/DAB Radio, alloys, front fog lights ......................................£10,995
2013 (13) 208 Allure HDi 70 5dr finished in Rose Quartz. Climate control, auto lights 
and wipers, touch screen DAB/Bluetooth/USB ..........................................................£12,495

PEUGEOT 308/3008
2011 (60) 308 Millesim 1.4 finished in Shark Grey. One owner, low mileage, full 
history. Bluetooth/USB, alloy wheels, air conditioning .............................................. £7,250
2011 (11) 308 Active HDi (92) finished in Shark Grey. Bluetooth/USB, auto lights/
wipers, alloy wheels, LED running lights ...................................................................... £7,995
2013 (13) 308 Active HDi (92) Navigation finished in Aluminium. Full colour satnav, 
Bluetooth/USB, parking sensors, folding mirrors, climate control, auto lights/wipers 
............................................................................................................................................£10,995
2013 (63) 308 Active HDi (92) Navigation finished in Egyptian Blue. Full colour satnav, 
Bluetooth/USB, parking sensors, folding mirrors, climate control, auto lights/wipers 
............................................................................................................................................£11,495
2011 (11) 3008 Exclusive HDi (112) EGC finished in Hickory. Low mileage, full history. 
Panoramic glass roof, auto lights/wipers, Bluetooth/USB, climate control. ........£11,495

PEUGEOT 407/508
2011 (61) 508 Allure HDi 163 finished in Aluminium. Bluetooth/USB, auto lights/
wipers, parking sensors, ‘open&go’ system ..........................................................£11,995
2011 (11) 508 Allure HDi 163 Automatic finished in Egyptian Blue. Full colour satnav, 
Bluetooth/USB, auto lights/wipers, parking sensors, ‘open&go’ system ...........£11,995
2012 (12) 508SW Allure HDi 140 finished in Alpine Blue. Full colour satnav, Bluetooth/
USB, auto lights/wipers, parking sensors, ‘open&go’ system, panoramic glass roof 
....................................................................................................................................£13,995

PEUGEOT MPV
2005 (05) Partner Tepee Totem 1.4 finished in Lunar Mist. Just 28,500 miles 
......................................................................................................................................£3,750
2010 (10) Partner Tepee S HDi (90) finished in Bianca White. One owner, full history. 
Remote locking, electric windows/mirrors ..............................................................£6,995
2013 (13) 5008 Allure EGC finished in Shark Grey. Panoramic glass roof, Bluetooth/
USB, parking sensors, auto lights/wipers, climate control ..................................£14,995

LCV
2012 (62) Boxer L1 H1 HDi 110 Professional finished in Aluminium Silver with ply 
lined interior. Bluetooth/USB, air conditioning, bulkhead ..................£9,950 (plus VAT)
2010 (10) Partner Origin Professional HDi finished in Aluminium. One owner, full 
history, low mileage. Bulkhead, air conditioning, Bluetooth. ............£5,750 (plus VAT)

OTHER MAKES
2006 (56) Citroen Picasso Exclusive Automatic finished in Grey. Low mileage. Auto 
lights/wipers, parking sensors...........................................................................£3,395
2007 (07) Ford Cmax Zetec Automatic finished in Silver. Low mileage, good history 
.................................................................................................................................... . £5,650
2008 (08) Nissan Note Tekna Auto 1.6 5dr finished in Blue. Low mileage .......£5,750
2011 (60) Ford Fiesta Edge 1.2 3dr finished in White. 9,700 miles ....................£6,995
2011 (11) Ford KA Edge 1.2 finished in Black. Just 6,000 miles.  ........................£6,995
2010 (60) Renault Grand Scenic Dyanmique TomTom (7 Seat) finished in Silver.  
Satnav, auto lights/wipers, air conditioning, radio/CD ..........................................£7,750
2010 (60) Renault Megane Cabriolet TCe 130 Dynamique Tom Tom finished in 
White. Low mileage, one owner. Satnav, auto lights/wipers ..............................£10,495

PART EXCHANGES TO CLEAR
2000 (W) Peugeot 206 LX 1.4 5dr finished in Silver. One owner............................ £995

SELECTED USED PEUGEOTS NOW 
WITH TWO YEARS FREE SERVICING
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FirstGEAR
Motoring news

Upgrade for hybrid
VOLVO’S super-efficient V60 Plug-in 
Hybrid is now available in sporty 
R-Design specification, priced from 
£51,675, excluding £5,000 Plug-In 
Car Grant.

The world’s first diesel plug-in 
hybrid has a 215bhp 2.4-litre plus 
70bhp electric motor on tap and is 
now offered with R-Design front 
bumper and grille, rear diffuser, 
18-inch Ixion wheels and a cabin 
featuring sports seats in black 
nubuck textile and perforated 
leather, sports pedals, sports floor 
mats and charcoal headlining.

Discovery’s vision
IS this the shape of the next Land 
Rover Discovery? 

It’s the British 4x4 marque’s 
Discovery Vision Concept and 
marks a major deviation from the 
current car’s boxy lines.

Having already reaped the sales 
benefits from the racy lines of the 
Range Rover Evoque, you wouldn’t 
bet against this concept making it 
into actual production largely 
unchanged, though the rear-opening 
back doors might be omitted.

Jazz is so reliable
HONDA’S Jazz supermini scooped 
the Most Reliable Used Car award in 
the 2014 Auto Express Driver Power 
survey with a score of 98 per cent.

The British-built Jazz rose 1.2 per 
cent and two places to take the title 
this time after some 50,000 drivers 
were asked to rate their used cars 
across 10 categories, including 
reliability, performance, road- 
handling and practicality. 

Honda’s Accord also did well with 
95 per cent.

W
HEN a ‘Clarkson’ of 
petrolheads gathers 
– for that must be the 
collective noun – they 
inevitably go dewy-

eyed about the heyday of British 
sports cars.

Equally inevitably, such loving 
recollections of MGs, Triumphs et al 
will forget their foibles and poor 
reliability.

Classics they were, but it took a 
back-burner project by Japanese 
marque Mazda to distil the essence of 
those flawed UK stars into a complete 
classic, now celebrating its 25th 
anniversary and status as probably 
one of the most reliable cars ever 
built – the MX-5.

Admittedly, its reliability has 
much to do with its simple front- 
engine, rear-wheel-drive layout, but 
this delivers the perfect balance for a 
small two-seat open-top car, whether 
it’s the original 1.6-litre model or a 
latter-day third-generation car.

Of course, there’s been criticism 
that the MX-5 is not a true hairy-
chested sports car, that its lacks feral 
charm – whatever that is – and, dare 
we say it, is a bit girlie.

But this rather misses the point 
that the MX-5 was created to be a car 
that connects with the driver.

Mazda’s marketing people like to 
crack on about some ancient 
Samurai nonsense about horse 
and rider acting as one, 
but the simple fact is 
that it’s a car you get 
in and just love 
driving – top down 
or up.

And it’s a very 
accessible one, too; 
prices start from 
just £18,495 for the 
single 125bhp 

1.8-litre soft-top version, which offers 
0-62mph in 9.9 seconds – that’s not 
very much money for so much fun.

Of course, you can pay very much 
less for a used one and there’s even 
plenty of 20+year-olds around 
because these cars are bulletproof, 
remember.

However, even the MX-5 cannot 
overcome the weakness of a fabric 
roof; it takes a lot for the Mazda’s to 
buckle against the elements, but the 
security risk never goes away, which 
is why the folding hard-top version 
has become so popular and now 
dominates sales.

Unveiled in 2006, this could have 
had MX-5 fans up in arms, but it has 
to be one of the best works of its kind. 
It takes just 12 seconds to raise and 
lower electrically, looks good up or 
down, makes the MX-5 a true 
all-seasons car and, even better, the 
roof tucks in behind the seats to take 
up no more boot space than its fabric 
equivalent.

Constructed of lightweight 
polycarbonate, it also has a 
negligible 37-kilo effect on the car’s 
performance, though you will pay 
some £1,500 extra up front – 
Roadster Coupés start at 
£19,995 with 

 

the same 1.8-litre unit as its soft-top 
counterpart.

But the test car here is the true star 
of the line-up, the Roadster Coupé 
2.0 Sport Tech £23,095.

With a sporty short-throw 
gearshift nicely to hand, it drives as 
well as ever, with great poise on a 
winding road and acceptable 
motorway refinement – the MX-5 
always was that rare sports car able 
to make light work of long journeys.

With 159bhp on tap, it naturally 
has more go (0-62mph) in 7.9 
seconds, but it’s not really about 
speed so much as the complete 
package.

Admittedly, despite smart leather 
seats and steering wheel, the interior 
is starting to look dated, but no space 
has been wasted and the dashboard 
layout is excellent.

Sadly, this generation MX-5 is 
replaced next year by a new model 
that will also be the basis for the 
next Alfa Romeo Spider in 2016. 
The next MX-5 will surely be lighter 
and greener – in keeping with 
Mazda’s advanced Skyactiv engine 
and construction technologies – 
but it surely won’t deviate from a 

sporting blueprint 
laid down 25 

years ago.

MX-5 now 25 but still able  
to make its driver’s day

Kent dealers
Lipscomb
Canterbury Mazda   
 0844 4700686

Bourne Road Crayford 
  0844 4700663

MAZDA MX-5 
ROADSTER 
COUPÉ 2.0i 
SPORT TECH 
Price:  £23,095
Driving appeal:  �����

Image:  �����

Space:  ��

Value:  �����

Running costs:  ����

Reliability:  �����

How green?:  ���

Road tax:  £220/year
Best rival:  BMW Z4

CELEBRATING: The MX-5 owes its reputation for reliability and fine handling to its simple front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout. It now boasts sat-nav, too 

As Mazda’s sports 
car icon celebrates 
its quarter-century, 
we test the ultimate 
version of the 
third-generation 
car, writes 
Steve Loader 
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By Steve Loader

V
AN sales rose 13 per cent
last year and show no sign 
of running out of steam this 
year – latest figures show 
them 15.6 per cent ahead 

of 2013.
This can only be good news for UK 

PLC, signalling confidence and 
sustainable recovery in the UK economy 
as a whole, with vans oiling the wheels 
of British business, construction and 
manufacturing.

However, the strength of the upturn is 
also a sign of how low the country 
plunged during the recession, with van- 
operators retaining and punishing 
vehicles by clocking more miles than 
they would normally.

As a result, the used-van market has 
become full of tired stock, further 
fuelling the strong bounce-back in the 
new-vehicle market, which has also 
gained another boost from the 14-plate 
change in March.

Mike Hawes, chief executive of the 
industry’s mouthpiece, the Society of 
Motor Manufacturers and Traders, said: 
“Registration-plate changes always prove 
popular with van-buyers, so March and 
September numbers are typically more 
than double the average month, a trend 
continued this March as volumes rose 
14.6 per cent to above 50,000 units.”

Van sales keep on growing

SALES ARE UP: Renault’s capacious flagship 
van, the Master, seen (above) with a customised 
removals body, and the Toyota ProAce kitted out 
for the British Touring Van Championships
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Commercial Vehicles

V
ANS are still basically 
boxes to be stuffed with 
cargo. Or are they?

Operators have seen 
economy, efficiency and 

flexibility soar, while drivers have 
enjoyed better performance, 
refinement and safety.  

Many of the latter points come 
from car-derived designs. The trend 
started with lightly-modified 
superminis or family hatchbacks; 

simply blank out the rear windows 
and take out the back seats to make a 
load space and the driver gets all the 
benefits of the equivalent car-owner, 
including air-con and a decent sound 
system

The philosophy then migrated to 
larger vans, sometimes now derived 
from the better handling platforms of 
popular cars, too, even if the van 
body is bespoke.

Load capacities have also grown, 

varying from as little as three cubic 
metres for a car-derived hatchback 
courier van or company runabout, 
up to a 17-cubic-metre delivery van.

Access has improved, too. Many 
larger vans have low floors in the 
driving compartment for easy access 
and most vehicles above supermini 
class now come with a sliding door 
as standard to aid loading – many 
buyers take the option of a second 
‘slider’.

And there is now usually a choice 
of side-opening twin rear doors or 
high-lift tailgate, while cab doors 
generally have a reduced opening 
angle; it’s easier then for a busy 
driver to grab and close the door, or 
avoid it swinging wide and hitting 
something… or someone.

Another recent phenomenon is the 
‘Dualiner’ that can seat five and still 
carry a decent cargo – ideal for 
companies needing to send a crew on 

the road plus all their gear, or the 
owner-operator or tradesman who 
needs to carry his kit on weekdays 
and the family at weekends.

It’s not just vans that are 
changing, but the way they are sold: 
with advantageous lease deals and 
buying plans, a new van offers the 
latest comfort levels and operating 
costs and will make you and new 
customers feel good about the 
business.

So much more than a boxy space
MORE ECONOMIC, EFFICIENT AND SAFER: There are many smart options available on the Renault Kangoo Van (left), while the Fiat Doblo Van (right) has scooped various industry plaudits

Visit Sparshatts of Kent before the end of June and get a great deal on stock Vito and Citan.
You could also choose any one of the following:

� 4th year Additional Warranty

� Van Service Care Package worth 3 van services

� Chrome Accessories basket worth £500 (including chrome grille and side bars)

Offer only while stocks last. What are you waiting for? Call us today on 01795 432 960.

Sparshatts of Kent ltd, branches at Ashford, Dartford, Sittingbourne and Tonbridge. 
Terms and conditions apply: Vito and Citan only, Excludes National Fleet Customers and is subject to availability, limited to Sparshatts of Kent allocation only. Vehicles must be register before 30th June 2014. No changes or alternations will be made or offered.

Stock Clearance
Great offers on Vito and Citan
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H
AVING seen off petrol power, diesel is 
king in the van world.

This type of engine offers better 
economy and range, good pulling 
power low down in the rev range, 

extended service periods, lower maintenance costs 
and longer-lasting parts.

Gearboxes have also changed. A six-speed 
manual gearbox is the norm – two cogs better than 
just a few years ago – but urban operators are 
turning increasingly to automatic, semi-automatic 
or clutchless transmissions. 

These can usually be driven with manual 
selection anyway but are ideal for stop-start urban 
conditions and can be as economical as a manual.  

No longer waiting in the wings, though, is a 
further option for urban van-operators – electric 
power.

The electric van seems made for the city: its 
instant power delivery is ideal for stop-start traffic 
and any braking or deceleration simply helps 
recharge the batteries.

And even if the car’s range – more than 100 miles 
in the case of Renault’s now-familiar electric model, 
the Kangoo ZE – is compromised by a demanding 
day, chances are that an urban area will have 
convenient quick charging points.

Needless to say, zero-emission electric vans 
escape road tax and the congestion charge, but 
there’s also a PR gain if your company wants to 
project an eco-friendly image.

But what about the other extreme – hilly and 
rural areas where weather can play a big part in 
operations?

That’s where vans like the Peugeot Partner ATV 
come in, fitted with the French marque’s ingenious 
GripControl, £700 worth of super traction control 
that allows the front-wheel-drive vehicle to grip and 
manoeuvre like an all-wheel-drive model in tricky 
conditions.

When it’s wet, snowy and icy, it might be what 
you need to get those deliveries through to 
customers.

Diesel: the 
king of power 
in van world

NEW GENERATION: The all-new UK-built Vauxhall Vivaro (above) comes with an extensive range of formats and powertrains

Commercial Vehicles

FOR TRICKY MOMENTS: Peugeot’s Partner ATV can cope 
with wet, snow, ice and mud. The Partner can also be had in electric
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V
ANS lubricate the UK economy and 
they have become even more 
important with the arrival of 
e-commerce and internet-based 
ordering.

Such doorstep deliveries often require small 
cargo volumes but lots of stops and even 
greater choice of van and loading flexibility. 

Whether it is a book or large item of office 
equipment, private and commercial customers 

expect the goods to be there within 24 hours. 
And transport is the indispensable 

precondition: food and deep-frozen pizzas, 
books and office materials cannot be sent 
through a broadband cable.

Society is changing: the size of households is 
decreasing, while the number of single-
occupant households is increasing. 

This has an effect on day-to-day 
requirements – people shop in smaller 

quantities and need smaller packs. By 2015, 
the daily volume of parcels is expected to have 
doubled to some 14 million across the UK and 
Europe compared with 1996.

The downside is increasing fuel prices, 
expected scarcity of raw materials and access 
restrictions to cities and towns. 

And the debate about emissions of fine 
particles, CO2 and other exhaust elements is 
forcing the transport sector on to the defensive. 

On the other hand, e-commerce could help 
reduce traffic volumes if intelligent solutions 
are applied, such as online supermarket 
shopping: while delivery traffic will increase, it 
should be balanced by much lower consumer 
traffic on the roads.

Whether you are in the delivery business or 
not, though, it pays to have a smart sat-nav 
system in your new van – fortunately, many 
already come with this feature.

Internet sales set to drive van trade

FLEXIBILITY AND ECONOMY: Vans like the Mercedes-
Benz Sprinter have underpinned the e-commerce revolution

TRAFFIC MASTER: The all-new Renault Trafic is expected 
to pick up just where its highly versatile predecessor left off

LOW OPERATING COSTS: Vauxhall’s Combo light van is a 
proven economy star, always a winner with the business sector

Commercial Vehicles
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H
ERE are some top tips for 
making sure you buy the 
right size and type of van 
for your business needs 
and budget.

■ Size it up – gauging space and 
weight requirements is crucial for 
small or start-up businesses, so make 
sure you opt for a van that can grow 
with your needs. On the other hand, 
don’t rush into a bigger van that 
could cripple your business with 
higher leasing and operating costs.
■ Access – do you need one or
two sliding doors, and will you have 
to unload in cramped spaces that 
might not cope with a tailgate? 

Might twin rear doors be better?
■ Powertrain – you’ll probably want 
a diesel, though electric might be 
good for your firm’s image as well as 
operating costs if you expect to cover 
few miles. Opt for an automatic 
gearbox, too, if you will be sitting in 
traffic or doing lots of stop-start 
work. Of course, if you will cram 

your van and use all of its weight 
capacity, consider a bigger engine.
■ Do your research – don’t just go for 
a brand because you like the cars it 
makes; the van business is a different 
ball game. It’s also worth checking 
models that win awards; van media 
tend to be hard-nosed about 
operating costs, convenience and 

other aspects – any awards tend to 
be well earned
■ Go for a test drive – as it’s a 
working vehicle, you or a staff 
member will spend lots of time in the 
van, so it needs to work well for the 
regular driver and be easy to handle 
and park.
■  Does it look good? – a crazy 

question maybe, but appearances 
can be important to your company 
image or, the bottom line, if it will be 
parked outside your house or on the 
drive – what will the neighbours say, 
or, crucially, ’er indoors?
■ New or used? – a new van is better 
for your business image and there is 
the promise of greater reliability and 
no need for an MOT for three years, 
but it costs more to acquire. 

A good compromise is to buy a 
smart used van with warranty from 
a main dealer, though. As we said 
earlier in this supplement: quality 
used vans are in short supply 
post-recession.

Top van-buying tips
TRY IT OUT: This Toyota ProAce is really being put to the test… a van has to be up to the job DOES IT LOOK GOOD? The Citan wears a badge that may be good for the company’s image

Commercial Vehicles
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To find out more : 
www.archant.co.uk/vacancies

or email :  
employment@archant.co.uk

Field Sales Executive
Dartford

Spencer Private Hospitals are two hospitals situated in East Kent. The larger of the two hospitals 
is a 22 bed independent hospital situated at the QEQM Hospital in Margate, whilst the second 
hospital is a 4 bed independent hospital based at the William Harvey Hospital in Ashford. Both 

hospitals have a reputation for providing excellent medical and surgical facilities supported 
by Specialist Consultants, Specialist Nurses and Physiotherapists. We have state of the art 

diagnostic equipment and exceptionally high standards of nursing care.

The continuing growth of our business has resulted in vacancy for the following staff

Bookings Administrator – Dover 
Part Time  Hours: 22.5 per week  Closing date: 9/05/2014 

Salary: £16,473.37 pro rata per annum

Qualifications
Maths and English GCSE A-C or equivalent  

2 years’ experience working within an Administrative environment

Competent in IT skills (Word, Excel, Booking systems)

To discuss this opportunity, or to arrange an informal visit, please contact  
Paul Parish, Business Office Supervisor, on 01304 245954

For a job description and application form please visit  
www.spencerprivatehospitals.com/careers  

Alternatively, please contact Jo Wright, Senior HR Assistant 
Telephone: 01304 245961

E-mail: joanne.wright@spencerhospitals.com

Spencer Private Hospital is an equal opportunity employer. 

This position is subject to a Disclosure and Barring check.

CUMBRIA HOUSE CARE HOME
requires 

Care Assistant  
24 hours per week on rota

Must have experience and a minimum 
of NVQ Level 2 

Post is subject to enhanced DBS check, 
cost to be met by applicant

For more information, please contact
Julia or Cathy on 01303 254019

THE NEW SCHOOL AT WEST HEATH 
SEVENOAKS

Requires
Bank Staff - Duty Caretaker 

Salary: £10 per hour - Weekend shift work
General Caretaker duties

Closing date for applications - 6th May 2014
Application form and Job Description  

can be found on the website  
www.westheathschool.com  
Contact Mike Faulkner at  

mike.faulkner@westheathschool.com  
Tel 01732 460 553

THE NEW SCHOOL AT WEST HEATH 
SEVENOAKS

Requires 
Head of English 

from September 2014

Closing date for applications - 6th May 2014

Application form, Job Description and for further 
details about our school, please visit our website on 

www.westheathschool.com or contact  
Lynne McGrath at  

lynne.mcgrath@westheathschool.com  
Tel 01732 460 553

Contracts in  
Kent, London, Sussex, Surrey, Essex
Telephone Brian at  
Delphi Ceramics on 01634 666170

Ceramic Tiler  
(specialists only) required

TO ADVERTISE:
TELEPHONE:01303 817056
EMAIL: appointments@kosmedia.co.uk
ONLINE: www.jobs24.co.uk/kent

TO ADVERTISE:
EMAIL: sallie.payne@archant.co.uk

Kent on Sunday

BE PART 
OF YOUR
COMMUNITY

Advertise here
Call 01303 817056

www.kentnews.co.uk

BE PART OF 
YOUR COMMUNITY

Advertise here Call 01303 817056 
www.kentnews.co.uk

To advertise
in this
section

01303
817056

Fill your job
vacancies
fast To advertise in 

this section call: 
01303 817404
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To apply for this position please contact  
job.applications@midkent.ac.uk for an application pack.
The College is committed to safeguarding young people 
and vulnerable adults therefore any offer of employment 
will be subject to a DBS check.

An exciting opportunity has emerged at the Medway 
Campus of MidKent College and we are looking for 
two enthusiastic and innovative Mechanical Engineers 
that includes one full time and one part time posts. 
The ideal candidates must have experience of working 
within the FE sector and aim to inspire high achieving 
learners from Levels 1 to Level 4 (HNC) engineering 
programmes. 

Applicants must have current industrial skills and 
knowledge, and be an effective team player who can 
respond with a flexible approach to the demands of 
the curriculum. 

The post requires a minimum of Level 3 qualification 
or equivalent within the engineering sector and 
a teaching qualification, or have a willingness to 
undertake to the required national standard. It would 
be desirable to have an Assessors Award, but not 
essential

MidKent College are currently looking for people to 
join our busy Creative & Visual Arts department at our 
Medway Campus. 
We currently have vacancies within the following area:

Mechanical Engineering Lecturer 
Ref : PO130

Salary: £28,135  
depending on qualifications and experience 

Location: Medway Campus

Closing: 13/05/2014

COVER SUPERVISOR
30 hours per week for 39 weeks per year

Kent Salary Range 7

£20,878.00 – £23,752.00 per annum - Pro rata to £14,285.00 - £16,251.00
We are seeking to appoint a passionate member of support staff who will join a team of 
Cover Supervisors to provide cover supervision for absent teaching staff, involving the 

facilitation of learning by KS3 and KS4 students in a safe and secure learning environment.

 To undertake other non-teaching duties as directed during non-cover lessons including  
the provision of administrative support for specified projects and provide LSA support for 

SEN students within lessons.

The ideal applicant…
�  will relate well to students

�  must have good attendance and punctuality record

�  will be able to liaise and communicate effectively with staff and students

�  must be confident to lead classes of up to 30 students.

�  needs to be proactive to engage with students, using materials left for classes.

�  will develop their own resources to supplement teacher resources.

�  will be familiar with the use of interactive whiteboards (or prepared to be trained).

The School received a very positive Ofsted Report recently and was rated ‘good’  
in every category with some outstanding features.

Thamesview is a new school build that benefits from innovative learning  
environments and state of the art ICT equipment.  

We are committed to providing high quality learning experiences for our  
students and to supporting our staff through excellent CPD opportunities.  

Further details and an application form can be obtained from our  
HR Manager on 01474 566552 ext 8081120  

or email m.thomson@thamesview.kent.sch.uk

Closing Date: 12th May 2014, 9.00am 
Interviews: Week Commencing 19th May 2014

CVs without an application form will not be accepted.

Appointment to this post is subject to a criminal background check  
via the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS).

Thamesview School operates a no smoking policy.

Your Leisure provides a range  of leisure,  fitness, 
hospitality and entertainment services and we want 
our people to share in our success. We are now  
seeking a highly motivated individual to join our team 
who have the passion, drive and desire to deliver 
exceptional  service. 

Cook
Ramsgate Leisure Centre

30 hours per week, including regular  
evening and weekend work. £7.05 per hour. 

The successful candidate will need to hold a 
Basic Food Hygiene qualification and will have 

some basic catering experience as a griddle  
cook in a similar role/establishment. 

Swim Teacher 
Level 2  

Hartsdown & Ramsgate
Required predominantly  

for after school and  
weekends. £12 per hour. 

Apprentices 
£100 per week

We currently seek  
applications for the  

following apprenticeships:
Business Administration,  

Winter Gardens
Reception, Ramsgate  

Leisure Centre 

Maintenance  
Operations,  

Foreshores

Closing date for all posts:
Friday 16th May

Interested?

Please contact  
Head Office on  
01843 868302  

for an application  
form or email 
recruitment@ 

yourleisure.uk.com

BE PART 

OF YOUR
COMMUNITY

Advertise
here
Call

01303
817056
www.

kentnews
.co.uk

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE Call 01303 817056   www.kentnews.co.uk
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Mark Morrisson Tunbridge Wells and The Bluetones

Blooms of passionTop tips from a Headcorn expert on orchid growing
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     The Romance  
ıssue

A bright future inBROMLEY
A weekend break inMAIDSTONE

10 good reasons to visitTUNBRIDGE
WELLS

ROCHESTER
THROUGH THE KEYHOLE IN...

WIN: A SIX-NIGHT HOLIDAY TO VANCOUVER WITH AIR CANADA

• 25 Valentine’s days out in Kent• Wedding guide for 2014 brides-to-be• Create a bedroom worth staying in for

Our coastline in WINTER• South and North Foreland  & Dungeness Lighthouses• Kent’s sunken history: from  Goodwin Sands and Reculver  to Gillingham and Hoo Fort

kent-life.co.uk  
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FREE
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NEWS »

PROFILE »

ENERGY »Fact and    
fiction of 
Freemasons

FOCUS »

We go behind the scenes of the secret ‘brotherhood’

Carter defends       
report U-turnCounty leader denies pressure from Westminster

Wild man of          
conservationThe former bouncer and boxer turned wildlife champion 

Are we being bribed to frack? 
Latest twist in saga over                     underground gas supplies

 f

Be part of our successful team

Field Sales Account Manager
Plus bonus potential

Media Sales  
Office based Executive

Plus bonus potential

Here at Archant Kent we are looking for a Home based  
Field Sales Account Manager and an Office based Media Sales  

Executive in Ashford to support and increase business in our  
publications and online as we continue to grow. 

We want ambitious people to join our successful sales teams and  
are looking for IT-literate individuals who are task focused with a  

good eye for detail, and a strong proven sales background.  
You must be able tocommunicate well  

both verbally and in writing.

If you think you have the talent we require, and you are ambitious,  
target driven and want to be part of our growth plans then we want  

to hear from you immediately. 

To find out more:
www.archant.co.uk/vacancies
 
or email: employment@archant.co.uk

Find your next job in Kent today with

Stephanie
Healthcare Assistant

‘‘ ’’I found my job on 
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LEGAL AND PUBLIC NOTICES

AUCTION SALE
19th MAY 2014
By order of Tunbridge Wells Borough Council
Ringden Avenue, TN12 6EF
- Land with planning potential for single house 
(subject to consents)

By order of a Housing Association
Brunell Close, Maidstone, ME16 0YW
- Modern 2 bed flat

By order of the LPA Receivers
Parkwoods, Gravesend, DA12 2DW
- Modern 2 bed flat let at £7,800p.a. 
- Guide £75,000

Please contact us on 0208 741 9990
www.barnardmarcusauctions.co.uk 

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990

PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
LISTED BUILDING CONSENTS 
CONSERVATION AREA CONSENTS

DOV/14/00329 Removal of chimney
9C Prince Of Wales Terrace, Deal, CT14 7BU CON

DOV/14/00379  Internal and external alterations, including new second floor 
bathroom,  removal of internal walls, new kitchen window, creation 
of new rear door, removal of bitumimous waterproofing membrane 
and restoring brickwork; the installation of 1 no. conservation 
rooflight and refurbish of roof
57 High Street, Wingham, CT3 1BJ LCN

DOV/14/00382  Erection of a rear conservatory extension and associated internal 
and external alterations (existing conservatory to be demolished)
32 Millwall Place, Sandwich, CT13 9BQ LCN

DOV/14/00386  Erection of a single storey side extension
1 Catherine Cottages, Alkham Valley Road, Alkham, Dover, 
CT15 7BX SLC

DOV/14/00392  Replacement of existing flat roof with pitched
9 Bowling Street, Sandwich, CT13 9EY CON

DOV/14/00313  Installation of UPVC windows, internal alterations and associated 
works
Ground Floor Flat, 11 Laureston Place, Dover, CT16 1QX LCN

DOV/14/00377  Erection of a 1.35m high fence
2 Oast Cottages, School Road, Tilmanstone, Deal, CT14 0JJ LCF

DOV/14/00380  Erection of a first floor rear extension (existing garage to be 
demolished)
Honeysuckle Cottage, Brooke Street, Ash, Sandwich, 
CT3 2NP ARW

DOV/14/00384  Erection of a rear conservatory extension (existing conservatory to 
be demolished)
Potts Farmhouse, Guston, Ash, Sandwich, CT3 2NH ARW

DOV/14/00391  Outline application for the erection of eight live-work units (existing 
warehouses to be demolished)
Through the Arch, Astley Avenue, Dover, CT16 2NJ MAJ

DOV/14/00415  Section 73 application for the variation of condition 2 of planning 
permission DOV/12/00589, to allow: -One additional hour of racing 
on Sunday 25th May 2014, between 4pm and 5pm (for the World 
Rallycross Championships); -Three consecutive weekends of two-
day racing events in May 2014 (10th-11th May, 17th-18th May and 
24th-25th May); -Three consecutive weekends of two-day racing 
events in June-July 2014 (21st-22nd June, 28th-29th June and 5th-
6th July 2014)
Lydden Hill Race Circuit, Wootton, Canterbury, CT4 6RX MAJ

Reason for Advert Codes:-
CON – Within Conservation Area LCN – Listed Building in a Conservation Area
MAJ – Major Development ARW – Affects a Public Right of Way
SLC – To affect setting of a Listed Building & Conservation Area
LCF – Affects a Listed Building, Conservation Area and Public Footpath

Some applications are not publicised in this list.  All applications may be 
inspected at the Council Offices, White Cliffs Business Park, Dover, to which 
address any representations (to include a postal address) should be sent within 21 
days marked “for the attention of Planning”.  Applications may also be viewed, and 
comments on applications may be made on our website www.dover.gov.uk/planning 
or at Dover Gateway, 71 Castle Street, Dover, Deal Library or the Area Office, The 
Guildhall, Sandwich

Failure to meet the above deadline may jeopardise the chances of 
representations being considered.  Any representations received may be 
made available for inspection by the public, and may be copied to others, 
including the secretary of state and the applicant if there is an appeal against 
the council’s decision.  Representations will not be acknowledged until an 
application has been determined.

Please note that the Council does not accept any responsibility for any incomplete 
or inaccurate description of any application.

Town and Country planning (General Development 
Procedure) Order 1995 - Article 8-Notice of an 

application for planning permission accompanied 
by an Environmental Statement

Application 
Reference :  

SW/14/0257 Case No: 08884 + 02262

Proposal             
:  

A) Outline component: Residential 
development for 375 dwellings with all 
matters reserved other than the means of 
access and realignment of the Oare Road and 
Ham Road junction on land at Oare Mineral 
Works (North of Oare Road and west and 
south of Ham Road) Faversham, Kent.

B) Detailed component: Change of use 
from storage and vacant uses of the former 
Gunpowder Works Listed buildings to 
provide 873 square metres of offices, 
workshop-studios, storage, and 714 
square meters of community uses (with 
retention of the 2 existing dwellings) 
including minor internal alterations to 
form toilet and washroom facilities and 
the formation of associated parking areas, 
earth bund engineering works, country park, 
landscaping, demolition of plant & buildings, 
illustrative details of landscaped parking 
area; on land at Oare Mineral Works (north 
of Oare Road and west and south of Ham 
Road), Faversham, Kent. 

Location             
:  

Land at Oare Gravel Works, Ham Road, 
Faversham, Kent, ME13 7TS

THE ABOVE DEVELOPMENT MAY AFFECT THE CHARACTER 
AND APPEARANCE OF A CONSERVATION AREA

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT MAY AFFECT THE SETTING 
OF A LISTED BUILDING

THIS APPLICATION IS FOR A MAJOR DEVELOPMENT

THIS APPLICATION MAY AFFECT A PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

THIS APPLICATION DOES NOT ACCORD WITH THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

THIS APPLICATION MAY BE OF A WIDER PUBLIC INTEREST

THIS APPLICATION IS ACCOMPANIED BY AN 
ENVIROMENTAL STATEMENT

I give notice that an application accompanied by an 
Environmental Statement has been submitted to Swale Borough 
Council for the above development.   Members of the public may 
inspect copies of the application, the plans, and other documents 
submitted with it at the Planning Services Reception, Swale 
Borough Council, Swale House, East Street, Sittingbourne, Kent, 
during normal office hours of Sheerness District Officer, Trinity 
Road, Sheerness.

Members of the public can obtain a hard copy of the 
Environmental Statement for £200.00 (Plus £100.00 for 
appendices and drawings) or £25.00 for a CD.

Contact : SLR Consulting Limited, 83 Victoria Street, London, 
SW1H 0HW

Tel: 0203 6915810

This application can also be viewed via our partnership with 
the UK Planning website (www.ukplanning.com/swale), 
but this may take up to 7 days to be completed. When using 
this website please use application referenceSW/14/0257 
SW/14/0257«WDApplicationNumber». You may submit any 
observations on the application via the website.

Anyone who wishes to make representations about this 
application should write to the Planning Services Manager, 
Planning Services, Swale Borough Council, Swale House, East 
Street, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 3HT by 19 May 2014. 

Please note by law, any letters received have to be made available 
for inspection by the applicant or any other interested person.

James Freeman, Head of Development Services

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990

PLANNING (LISTED BUILDINGS AND 
CONSERVATION AREAS) ACT 1990

Swale Borough Council as Local Planning Authority has received 
the following applications which are being advertised to ascertain 
the views of persons living near the sites and other interested 
parties.  The proposed developments relate to one or more of the 
following:

1. The site of the application is within/affecting a designated 
Conservation Area (Section 73) of the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

2. The proposed development may affect the Listed Building or 
it’s setting.

3. The application is for a Major Development.

4.  The application would affect a right of way to which Part 
III of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) 
applies.

REPRESENTATIONS IN RESPECT OF THE FOLLOWING 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE MADE BY 19 MAY 2014

SW/13/1250:
Extension and refurbishment of existing bungalow and the 
provision of 3 new dwellings - New Bungalow, Staple Street 
Road, DUNKIRK; REASON 4

SW/14/0158:
Replace the existing window - first floor, front of the building - 10 
Cross Lane, FAVERSHAM; REASON 1

SW/14/0432:
Listed Building Consent for re-cladding part of house with 
weatherboarding & part of house with lime render & remove 
existing modern sand/cement panels AND conversion of granary 
from garden store to home office - Nash’s Farmhouse, Luddenham 
Road, LUDDENHAM; REASONS 2 & 4

SW/14/0455:
Installation of new front windows - 32 East Street, FAVERSHAM; 
REASON 1

SW/14/0459 & SW/14/0512:
Installation of ATM to shop front with associated internally 
illuminated advertisement - 20 High Street, SHEERNESS; 
REASON 1

SW/14/0464 & SW/14/0465:
Internal alterations and change of use to create 2 dwellings (flats) 
to former first floor dentist.  Installation of extraction system and 
enclosure of yard and change of use from A1 to A3 to ground 
floor - 29/29A High Street, SITTINGBOURNE; REASONS 1 
& 2

SW/14/0479:
Outline planning permission for demolition of existing attached 
garage & erection of replacement detached garage, bin store, 
2 x two storey 4 bedroom detached dwellings, with attached 
garages, accessed via extension of existing driveway - Greystone, 
Bannister Hill, BORDEN; REASON 1

SW/14/0486:
Demolition of existing buildings on the site, closure of the 
existing access and the erection of fourteen dwellings, along 
with associated new access, garaging, parking and landscaping - 
Parsonage Farm, School Lane, NEWINGTON; REASONS 2 & 3

SW/14/0493:
External fire escape staircase - Aeromet International PLC, Units 
12a-12d, Eurolink Way, SITTINGBOURNE; REASON 4

Particulars of the proposal(s) can be obtained from Planning 
Services, Swale Borough Council, Swale House, East Street, 
Sittingbourne, where copies of the applications and all documents 
submitted with them may be inspected during office hours; any 
representations should be made in writing to this address.

James Freeman 
Head of Planning 

NOTICE OF INTENDED LAND DISPOSAL

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 
SECTION 123 (2A)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Tunbridge Wells 

Borough Council intends to dispose of the freehold interest in 

an area of land, which is for identification purposes described 

in the schedule to this notice.

This notice is given in so far as the area of land consists of or 

forms part of an open space with the meaning of the above 

Section.

A plan of the land is available to view at the Gateway, 8 

Grosvenor Road, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 2AB or 

at the Weald Information Centre, The Old Fire Station, Stone 

Street, Cranbrook TN17 3HF.

Objections to the proposed disposals must be made in writing 

to the Legal Services Manager, Town Hall, Royal Tunbridge 

Wells, Kent TN1 1RS by no later than 16th May 2014.

SCHEDULE

Land on the south side of Ringden Avenue, Paddock Wood, 

Tonbridge, Kent (approximately 0.03 hectares)

Paul Cummins, Legal Services Manager

Dated 24th April 2014

PUBLIC NOTICE

Kent County Council as Local Authority 

The proposed changes to Madginford Park Infant School, 
and Madginford Park Junior School, Maidstone

Kent County Council is proposing to amalgamate 

Madginford Park Infant School, Merton Road, Bearsted, 

Maidstone, ME15 8LJ and Madginford Park Junior School, 

Egremont Road, Bearsted, Maidstone, ME15 8LH to 

become a 630 place all-through community primary school 

to be named Madginford Park Primary School.

Notice is given in accordance with section 15(1) of the 

Education and Inspections Act 2006 that Kent County 

Council intends to discontinue Madginford Park Junior 

School, a community school, Egremont Road, Bearsted, 

Maidstone, ME15 8LH on 31 August 2014.  All pupils 

attending Madginford Park Junior School at the time of the 

closure will be transferred to the roll of Madginford Park 

Infant School.  

Notice is also given in accordance with section 19(1) of 

the Education and Inspections Act 2006 that Kent County 

Council intends to make the following prescribed alterations 

to Madginford Park Infant School, a community school, 

Merton Road, Bearsted, Maidstone, ME15 8LJ.

� To expand Madginford Park Infant School by increasing 

the upper age range from 7 to 11 on 31 August 2014. 

This Notice is an extract from the complete proposal.

Copies of the complete proposal can be obtained from Jared 

Nehra, Area Education Officer (West Kent), Kent County 

Council, Worrall House, 30 Kings Hill Avenue, West 

Malling ME19 4AE. The complete proposal is also available 

on the website at https://www.kent.gov.uk/education-and-

children/schools/school-consultations

Within four weeks from the date of publication, any 

person may send in a response supporting, objecting 

or commenting on the proposals to Jared Nehra, Area 

Education Officer (West Kent) at the above address or email 

school.consultations@kent.gov.uk. The closing date for 

objections and comments is 2 June 2014.

Signed:  PATRICK LEESON 

Corporate Director, 

Education and Young People’s  

Services 

Kent County Council

Date:  3 May 2014
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PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY  
& VILLAGE GREENS

For further information,  
please contact Kent Public Rights of 

Way and Access Service,
on 03000 417171 (local rate)  

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or visit  
www.kent.gov.uk/countrysideaccess

This document is available in alternative formats  
and can be explained in a range of languages.

PROW – IN THE DISTRICT OF SHEPWAY 

NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF AN ORDER TEMPORARILY 
CLOSING PUBLIC BRIDLEWAY HM178A 
IN THE DISTRICT OF SHEPWAY

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

(PUBLIC BRIDLEWAY HM178A) 
(PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC) TEMPORARY ORDER 2013

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 SECTION 14(1), 
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC 
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

The Secretary of State for Transport has directed that 
the Order made by Kent County Council on the 7th 
November 2013, the effect of which was to prohibit 
all traffic from Public Bridleway HM178A has been 
extended for a further 6 months, until 7th November 
2014 or until works are complete, whichever is 
sooner. 

The path is closed between its junction with 
Newchurch Road and its junction with Public 
Footpath HM186, a distance of approximately 230 
metres.

The alternative route for pedestrians is via public 
footpath HM186, and will be signed for the duration 
of the closure.     

For detailed enquiries please contact Edward Denne 

Contact Centre no. 03000 417171

Or for further details on temporary closures on the 
Rights of Way network see:

http://www.kent.gov.uk/waste-planning-and-land/
public-rights-of-way/closures-restrictions-and-
permits

Public Rights of Way and Access Service
Kent County Council
Invicta House
County Hall
Maidstone
Kent
ME14 1XX Dated: 04th May 2014 

PLANNING

Town and Country Planning Acts

The Council is required to give notice of the following applications

14/01109/LBC  Fosters Farm Hayesden Lane, Bidborough 
- Listed building consent - replacement of existing timber/aluminium windows with bespoke 
timber windows with lead work to match existing (LB) 

14/01136/HOUSE Park View House Hungershall Park, Broadwater 
- Alterations to existing outbuilding to form ancillary accommodation (CA) 

14/01221/FULL Ambulance Station Doctor Hopes Road, Cranbrook And Sissinghurst 
- Redevelopment of site comprising of demolition of the existing building and construction of 5 
No. 1/2 bedroom flats and 4 No. 3 bedroom semi-detached dwellings (LB) (CA) 

14/01131/LBC  65 London Road Royal Tunbridge Wells, Culverden 
- Listed Building Consent - Internal alterations to create master bedroom suite (LB) 

14/01132/HOUSE 31 Court Road Royal Tunbridge Wells, Culverden 
- Demolition of rear lean-to lobby and construction of rear extension (CA) 

14/01094/LBC  Monks Summerhill, Goudhurst 
- Listed Building Consent - Demolition of front porch to main house and construction of new 
glazed link between main house and annexe; Conversion of ground floor of annexe to habitable 
accommodation; Flat roof extension to annexe; Installation of weatherboard cladding to annexe (LB) 

14/01029/HOUSE 2 Belgrove Royal Tunbridge Wells, Pantiles & St Marks 
- Part Retrospective - Roof repairs and replacement (LB) (CA) 

14/01030/LBC  2 Belgrove Royal Tunbridge Wells, Pantiles & St Marks 
- Listed Building Consent - Roof repairs comprising replacing whole roof with new Welsh slate 
tiles, new liner, all original timber kept, bowed timber levelled with additional timber to straighten, 
felt and lead gully replaced with lead (works completed); Valley between middle roof and front 
replaced in lead (works completed); Flashing around vestibule roof temporarily repaired replaced 
with new lead flashing with soakers (works completed); Flat roof over kitchen to be replaced on a 
like for like (LB) 

14/01166/LBC  The Place 17 - 19 Chapel Place, Pantiles & St Marks 
- Listed Building Consent: Alterations to ground floor frontages, replacement of windows on  
no.19, reinstatement of light well, erection of railings (LB) 

14/01187/FULL The Compass Garage 45A Little Mount Sion, Pantiles & St Marks 
- Removal of 3 no. separate roller shutter doors and intermediate piers to be replaced with single 
opening approx 8 metres wide, with 4 no. sliding glazed doors, approx 3 metres high  (CA) 

14/01189/HOUSE Robin Hatch Pembury Road, Park 
- Demolition of conservatory, 2 dormer windows and 2 previous extensions. Two storey extension 
including 2 juliette balconies at the rear, extension to the front, 5 new dormer windows and 
remodelling of front door. (CA) 

14/01010/HOUSE 23 Upper Street Rusthall, Rusthall 
- Single storey rear extension. Addition of two sky lanterns to two flat roofs at rear and  
fenestration alterations on southern elevation (CA) 

(DEVPLN) Departure from the Development Plan (PROW) Affecting A Public Right of way (CA) 
Affecting a Conservation Area (LB) Affecting a Listed Building (MAJOR) Major Applications (MAST) 
Mast Applications (EIA) Applications Accompanied by an EIA Statement. 

You may view these applications on our website (www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk), at the The Old Fire 
Station, Stone Street, Cranbrook or at Gateway, 8 Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells. We accept 
comments online, by email to planningcomments@tunbridgewells.gov.uk or in writing to the 
address below. Comments should be made within 21 days from the date of this notice, although 
we may accept them after this date. 

You should quote the reference and be aware that we make all comments available for inspection, 
placing them on the file and publishing them on the internet. We do not publish signatures, 
telephone numbers or email addresses on the internet. 

James Freeman  
Head of Planning Services, Tunbridge Wells Borough Council  
Town Hall, Royal Tunbridge Wells TN1 1RS 

Dated: 03 May 2014 

THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING 
(DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE) 

(ENGLAND) ORDER 2010

The following applications have been submitted for 
consideration by the Council:

Y14/0254/SH - Flat A   50 Earls Avenue Folkestone Kent CT20 

2HB - Works to two Sycamore trees situated within a conservation 

area comprising the reducing back of lateral branches on south 

western side of canopy (T1) and the re-pollarding back to 

previous points (T2)

Y14/0509/SH - Copthorne The Undercliff Sandgate Folkestone 

Kent - Erection of flat roof extension over existing garage to form 

library/habitable room.

Y14/0404/SH - Sandhills Coast Road Littlestone New Romney 

Kent - Installation of replacement suspended walkway and 

formation of ground and first floor balconies, together with other 

external alterations.

Y14/0489/SH - Seacroft Lodge Brewers Hill Sandgate Folkestone 

Kent - Extensions and alterations to create a three storey dwelling 

with a lower ground floor and the first floor in the roofspace.

Y14/0513/SH - Erection of a replacement side garage/single 

storey rear extension.

Any representations should be made in writing to the Head of 

Planning, Shepway District Council, Civic Centre, Castle Hill 

Avenue, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 2QY or emailed to planning@

shepway.gov.uk.  Comments should be made in writing within 

21 days from the date of publication.  It should be noted that 

any representations received will be made available for public 

inspection.

Some applications can be viewed at other locations in addition 

to the Civic Centre, Folkestone.  The applications are marked as 

follows:

# - The One Stop Shop, Magpies, Church Approach, New 

Romney

� - Hythe Town Council Offices, Stade Street, Hythe

Applications can be viewed and comments made online at http://

searchplanapps.shepway.gov.uk/online-applications/.

The applications marked (*) do not accord with the provisions 

of the development plan in force in the area in which the land to 

which the application relates is situated.

C Lewis, Head of Planning

Shepway District Council

PUBLIC NOTICE

Kent County Council as Local Authority 

The proposed changes to Loose Infant School, and 
Loose Junior School, Maidstone

Kent County Council is proposing to amalgamate Loose 
Infant School, Loose Road, Maidstone, ME15 9UW and 
Loose Junior School, Loose Road, Maidstone, ME15 9UW 
to become a 630 place all-through community primary 
school through a linked proposal. 

Notice is given in accordance with section 15(1) of the 
Education and Inspections Act 2006 that Kent County 
Council intends to discontinue Loose Infant School, a 
community school, Loose Road, Maidstone, ME15 9UW on 
31 August 2014.  All pupils attending Loose Infant School 
at the time of the closure will be transferred to the roll of the 
new Community Primary School.

Notice is given in accordance with section 15(1) of the 
Education and Inspections Act 2006 that Kent County 
Council intends to discontinue Loose Junior School, a 
community school, Loose Road, Maidstone, ME15 9UW on 
31 August 2014.  All pupils attending Loose Junior School 
at the time of the closure will be transferred to the roll of the 
new Community Primary School.  

Notice is given in accordance with section 11 of the 
Education and Inspections Act 2006 that Kent County 
Council intends establish a new community primary school 
through the linked proposals to discontinue Loose Infant 
School and Loose Junior School, Loose Road, Maidstone 
ME15 9UW.

This Notice is an extract from the complete proposal.

Copies of the complete proposal can be obtained from Jared 
Nehra, Area Education Officer (West Kent), Kent County 
Council, Worrall House, 30 Kings Hill Avenue, West 
Malling ME19 4AE. The complete proposal is also available 
on the website at https://www.kent.gov.uk/education-and-
children/schools/school-consultations

Within four weeks from the date of publication, any 
person may send in a response supporting, objecting 
or commenting on the proposals to Jared Nehra, Area 
Education Officer (West Kent) at the above address or email 
school.consultations@kent.gov.uk. The closing date for 
objections and comments is 2 June 2014.

Signed:  PATRICK LEESON 
Corporate Director, 
Education and Young People’s  
Services 
Kent County Council

Date:  3 May 2014
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Sport

The FA Cup and 
the people who 
really made it… 
the supporters
David Mairs talks to Matthew Eastley about his two books 
celebrating what ‘the world’s greatest cup competition’ once 
meant to everyone in the country, not just football fans 

F
OR a man who clearly loves 
the FA Cup with a passion, 
the subtitle of his two books 
on the subject comes across 
a touch negatively.

Thus far, Matthew Eastley has pub-
lished two volumes of When The FA 
Cup Really Mattered. The first, From 
Barry Stobart To Neil Young, covers 
the 1960s, while the second, From 
Ronnie Radford To Roger Osborne, 
relates to the following decade. 

Great times, great matches, great 
stories, so why that downbeat head-
ing?

“Yes, I suppose it is a little bit nega-
tive,” said Eastley, 47, who hails from 
Bexley and now lives in Paddock 
Wood. “But I grew up in the 1970s 
when the FA Cup really was some-
thing. I know fans of Hull City [who 
this month play the first final in their 
history] might disagree, but the Cup 
is not a shadow of what it used to be.”

It’s a sentiment that is shared by 
many football fans, but Eastley takes 
the fall from grace to another level.

“The FA Cup used to transcend so-
ciety as a whole,” he said. “Today it’s 
a mere sideshow.” 

Indeed, and it’s hard to disagree. 
Remember last year’s final? 

The truth is, you probably do. 
Wigan Athletic, even though a Pre-
mier League club at the time (they 
were relegated two days later), pulled 
off one of the biggest shocks of recent 
years when they beat moneybags 
Manchester City 1-0. 

The result was validation for those 
who cling to that quaint belief that 
the size of clubs’ bank balances need 
not determine the destination of eve-
ry single trophy. It was a wonderful 
result, a wonderful day for football – 
even, you might just argue, for Man-
chester City supporters.

But one of the game’s most striking 
features was the time that it kicked 
off… 5.15pm. One of the country’s 
great sporting occasions had been 
shunted from its traditional 3pm slot 
to the time that families were coming 
in from the Saturday-afternoon shop-
ping or mums up and down the land 
were pondering options for dinner.

The FA Cup final appeared to have 

been turned into a near-irrelevance, 
one that many football fans have 
since confessed to having almost for-
gotten about. Doubtless you could 
drop the ‘almost’ for many more.      

Indeed, the Premier League match 
between Aston Villa and Chelsea ear-
lier that day had enjoyed more atten-
tion… been deemed more important 
to the general scheme of things.   

Ahh, the Premier League. Now 
we’re on to something and, unsur-
prisingly, Eastley is not slow to point 
the finger at the all-consuming mon-
ster that has been the single biggest 
factor in changing the way in which 
we view football. Is it the sole destroy-
er of the FA Cup dream?

“There are a number of reasons,” 
he said. “The first was the arrival of 
live league matches on terrestrial tel-
evision at weekends. Then came sev-
eral matches a week on satellite TV. 
And then, of course, there was the 
Premier League, which just came to 
dominate everything.

“When you had the First Division, 
as was, of course people wanted to 
win it, but they also wanted to win 
the FA Cup.

“But with the advent of the Premier 
League, clubs started to rest players 
for the FA Cup and put out the young 
players or reserves. In the 1999-2000 
season, Manchester United didn’t 
even enter the competition at all. 

“The competition was losing its 
glamour. Whereas live football on TV 
had been an absolute rarity, it was 
coming to be on all the time. Average 

games were hyped to the hilt and the 
FA Cup has suffered.

“The Premiership or Premier 
League stood alone, with the FA Cup 
just another game. The nearest we 
have to it today in terms of expecta-
tion and sense of occasion is the play-
offs to reach the Premier League.”    

So much gloom and doom, then, 
but Eastley’s books are in fact a cele-
bration. Certainly, there’s a lament 
for something that has been lost, but 
his two volumes of When The FA Cup 
Really Mattered are a tribute to the 
wonderful tales of the supporters who 
flocked to the final when, well, it re-
ally mattered.

Eastley has not been to a final him-
self and accepts that, as a Charlton 
Athletic supporter, he probably never 
will, but he has gained a possibly un-
paralleled flavour of the occasion by 
talking to hundreds of people from 
around the globe who have.

“They were the inspiration,” he 
said. “Every one of them had a story 
to tell and they would remember 
small details from 40 or 50 years ago.

“I talked to hundreds of people 
from around the globe – Australia, 
South Africa, wherever. Fans who 
have been to finals are scattered 
around the world. It’s truly magical – 
that’s why I love the competition and 
I don’t think its occasion will ever be 
matched in football.

“The books tell the story of the FA 
Cup final from the point of view of the 
people who were there, but it’s more 
than just football. It’s about what mu-
sic was in the charts at the time, what 
people were watching and what they 
were wearing.”

The enthusiasm is obvious and in-
fectious and you can’t help but feel a 
little sorry that the closest he has 
come to the big day is four losing 
quarter-finals with Charlton.

“The FA Cup final is magical to 
me,” he said. “The old videos, the little 
anecdotes. My grandad used to come 
to our house in a suit and tie. Why? 
Because it was the cup final.

“People used to visit their neigh-
bours – mums with no experience of 
other games or any interest in them 
would watch the match. It was up 

They [the fans] 
were the inspiration. 
Every one of them had 
a story to tell and they 
would remember small 
details from 40 or 50 
years ago.

“

Matthew Eastley,  
on those who fuelled his books  

“

HUMAN STORIES: From top, Sunderland-mad Bill Coyle and daughter 
Jeanette; footballer Barry Stobart; and West Ham fan Derek Hamersley
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Sport Shorts » Email sports@kosmedia.co.uk
or call Greg Miles on 01303 817177

Keep up-to-date with all Kent’s sports news via social media on:
        Twitter @KentSport         Facebook www.facebook.com/kentsport.3

KENT attempt to get their season up 
and running against Surrey at Can-
terbury today.

 After two LV= County Champion-
ship Division two matches, Kent have 

yet to record a victory, having lost to 
Worcestershire and drawn with 
Leicestershire.

They are bottom of the table with 
14 points, four behind Derbyshire. 

Kent target their first win of the season

The fans turn out but Stones 
just miss out on the play-offs 
MAIDSTONE United’s 2-1 win over Grays Ath-
letic last Saturday was not enough to secure 
them a place in the Ryman Premier play-offs.

Victories for both AFC Hornchurch and 
Lowestoft meant that they ended their season 
two points short of where they wanted to be.

Although it was their highest finish since re-
forming, they will look back with some frustra-
tion on 10 home draws and a six-game losing 
streak away from the Gallagher Stadium.

An own-goal from Phil Anderson and a cool 
finish from Frannie Collin secured the win for 
manager Jay Saunders’s team. 

A bumper crowd of 1,984 was left disappoint-
ed, but if the fans turn out in such excellent 
numbers next season there is every chance they 
will be helping to push Maidstone over that final 
hurdle. BOSS: Jay Saunders

Amateur golf 
pair head for 
Dubai climax
KENT golfers James Silcox and Gary 
Copley have booked their place in the 
Grand Final of the Golf Care 
Matchplay Championship, the UK’s 
largest amateur golf event.

Having battled through several 
rounds of qualifying and beaten off 
thousands of competitors from 
around the country over the past 
nine months, Silcox, from 
Edenbridge, and Copley, from 
Orpington, will head with 38 other 
finalists to Dubai.

The event’s South Regional Final 
took place at The Marriott Forest of 
Arden last month and the pair scored 
37 points in the Men’s Pairs to secure 
their place in the UK final in Dubai 
later this month.

WIN: James Silcox and Gary Copley

All-Kent final 
could be on 
the cards
THIS weekend will determine 
whether the play-off final to reach 
Skrill (Conference) Premier will be 
an all-Kent clash.

Ebbsfleet United looked near- 
certainties to have booked their place 
with a 4-0 win over Bromley in the 
semi-final first leg on Wednesday 
evening. 

An extraordinary result would 
have been necessary at Hayes Lane 
yesterday for Bromley to turn things 
around.

Fleet boss Steve Brown praised his 
club’s fans for the atmosphere they 
created at Stonebridge Road.

He told the club website: “The fans 
were our 12th man. They got behind 
the team from the first whistle to the 
last and created a magnificent 
atmosphere that the players 
responded to. 

“The fans never stopped singing all 
night and it was our second 1,700 
attendance in five days.

“I hope that as many of them as 
possible go to Bromley for the second 
leg as it is only half-time in the tie 
and we need them with us again. 

“If we are able to keep this brilliant 
support going at the away game, we 
can perform again.”

In the other semi-final, Dover 
Athletic were due to travel to Sutton 
United with the scores level at 1-1 
from the first leg at Crabble.  

The cup run is told 
through the eyes of 
Peter, who tells how 
much he would have 
loved his brother to 
have been at Wembley 
that day 

“

Peter Hamersley  
lost his brother and fellow fan at 16

“

I BELIEVE IN MAGIC: Author Matthew Eastley has been entranced by the mystique of the FA Cup for many years  

there as a live event with the Euro-
vision Song Contest or, dare I say it, 
Miss World. Live events really were 
that rare.

“And the glamour spread through 
earlier rounds – many matches were 
sell-outs and the big clubs didn’t re-
gard the Cup just as something it was 
nice to have rather than something 
they needed to have.

“Fans wanted to be at an FA Cup 
final and in the books they unasham-
edly wallow in nostalgia. They cover 
the whole gamut of emotions.”

The first book is dedicated to Barry 
Stobart, “a true Wembley hero”, who 
played for Wolverhampton Wander-
ers in their 3-0 win over Blackburn 
Rovers in the 1960 final but died last 
year in harrowing circumstances 
with vascular dementia and polymy-
algia rheumatica.

The second is dedicated to a sup-
porter who, tragically, didn’t make a 
final. 

“The story that really touched me 
was that of Derek Hamersley,” said 
Eastley. “He and his brother Peter 
were both West Ham fans and dreamt 
of seeing them win the Cup, but Derek 
died of cancer aged 16 shortly before 
the 1975 final, in which they beat 

Fulham 2-0. The cup run is told 
through the eyes of Peter, who tells of 
the joy they experienced and how 
much he would have loved Derek to 
have been at Wembley that day.”

Then there’s the story of Berna-
dette and Derek Butt, whose love  
blossomed during Arsenal’s Double-
winning year of 1971 – a love so 
strong that Derek changed his foot-
ball allegiance from Manchester 
United to Arsenal in his efforts to win 
his lady’s heart. 

They pair are still fervent fans of 
the north London club today.

The two books – another focusing 
on the 80s finals is not far away – 
comprise an extraordinary collection 
of human experience and the sheer 
number of people to whom Eastley, 
who by day is a corporate journalist, 
has spoken is testament to both the 
effort he has put in and his fascina-
tion with their FA Cup tales.

But there remains an element of 
disillusion for Eastley, who, aside 
from his Charlton commitments (he 
has written two books on them), is a  
regular at Tonbridge Angels.   

“There’s almost been an agenda to 
push this great competition under 
the carpet – we’re now even seeing 
the Champions League impinge on 
the Premier League. 

“Football followed the money, 
which I’m not saying is right or 
wrong, but when people try to tell 
you the same old stuff about the  
magic of the Cup still being with us, 
they’re wrong. It isn’t.

“My books are about living memo-
ries – they’re a social history of what 
we were like as a nation.” 
■  The two volumes of When The FA 
Cup Really Mattered, by Matthew 
Eastley, are published by Pitch and 
available for £14.99 each.
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